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 I am glad to learn that Sainlk School, Goalpara is publishing its Annual 

Magazine christened 'Puberun'. My heartfelt greetings and best wishes to the school 

fraternity on this occasion.

 The great saint Swami Vivekananda said, 'Education Is the manifestation of 

perfection already in men'. So there should be greater emphasis on the part of our 

schools to help the students to express their innate vitality to reach the zenith of 

success. I hope 'Puberun', gives an opportunity to the school student to express 

their literary talents and send across their creations to cross section of the society.

 I convey my best wishes to the editorial team of the magazine all success in its 

endeavour. Hope the magazine is well read and appreciated.

(Prof. Jagdish Mukhi)

Prof. Jagdish Mukhi RAJ BHAVAN

GUWAHATI

Dated: June 17, 2022
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 I am happy to learn that Sainik School Goalpara is bringing out its annual 
magazine titled The	Puberun for the academic session 202 1- 2022.

 The	Puberun would provide the cadets and staff of this esteemed institution a 
platform through which they shall be able to develop their creative acumen and 
communication skill. It would also provide the reader with an insight into the ethos, 
ideals and activities of  the institution.

 This institution, ever since its inception, has been striving to maintain its high 
standards in various �ields, including in the teaching-learning process. Every 
academic session witnesses the school authority setting its aims higher in 
comparison to the preceding one. With such commitment, in days to come, I can 
visualize Sainik School Goalpara doing better than ever before in exams of Central 
Board  of  Secondary Education and National Defence Academy results.

 Sainik School Goalpara has produced some of the �inest of�icers from Assam 
for the Indian armed forces, along with other �ields of civil services. I am certain, in 
days to come, this tradition shall continue in greater magnitude than ever before.

 I extend my best wishes to everyone associated with Sainik School Goalpara 
for their endeavor.

 Jai Hind !!!

Dr. Himanta Biswa Sarma

0ëÂ  ¿ýÃÃ÷™L ¿Âõ�« ú÷±Ç ÷ÅàÉ÷LaÏ, Õü÷
Chief Minister, Assam

Dispur

26 Aahar, 1429 Bhaskarabda

11th July, 2022

(Dr. Himanta Biswa Sarma)
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 I feel happy to know that Sainik School, Goalpara is going to publish its annual 

magazine named ‘The Puberun’ for the Academic Session 2021- 22.

 The School Magazine is an apt platform for the students to express their 

budding talents and creative skills. It also gives a colourful and glittering view of the 

multidimensional activities which has been carried out in the preceding academic 

session by the institution. I hope the school will progress in leaps and bounds and 

will continue to hold its glory in the upcoming days. I extend my greetings and warm 

wishes to the editorial board and all the esteemed members associated with the 

publication of the magazine and wish success of the same.

(Dr. Ranoj Pegu)

Ranoj Pegu

Minister
Education and WPT & BC Department

Government of Assam

Dispur, Guwahatl - 781006

Qtr. No.: M3, Minister Colony

Dispur, Guwahatl

Ph. No. : +91 99547 03825 (M)

E-mail:: ranojpegu@gmail.com
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 I am glad to know that Sainik School Goalpara is publishing the next issue of 

its annual magazine “The Puberun” for the session 2021-2022.
 
 Sainik School Goalpara has been performing exceedingly well in academics as 

well as in co-curricular activities consistently well year after year. It has been a 

cradle of education and centre of excellent learning. Cadets passing out from this 

school have occupied prominent positions in varied walks of life.

 The school is growing from strength to strength by building skills in every 

cadet and newly acquired infrastructure like the Language Lab has made training 

more effective. Active involvement of all Staff in ambitious training and extra-

curricular activities has made Sainik School Goalpara a unique place for learning.

 The past achievements of the school will further motivate the Cadets and 

Staff and take the institution to scale even greater heights in the future.

 I extend my best wishes to the Principal, Staff and Cadets of the school in their 

future endeavour.

                                                                             Jai Hind!

(Bhaskar Kalita)

Bhaskar Kalita 

Major General

NCC ADG's 
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 I am pleased to learn that Sainik School Goalpara will be bringing out its 

annual magazine Puberun (2021 - 2022).

 It was indeed heartening to note that in spite of the challenges posed by 

COVID-19 and the remoteness of the place, the school has taken many steps to 

maintain the momentum and make teaching learning process, effective. 

 Initiatives in bringing about the much-required infrastructure development 

have provided the cadets quality and conducive learning environment which are 

cardinal requisites of a boarding school.

 I am sanguine that the school will strive for all-round excellence and meet its 

mandate of sending more cadets to NDA in the near future.

 I wish the school success in all �ields.

      Jai Hind!

(Vikas Saini)

Vikas Saini, SM, VSM, GOC 

Major General

LBA Chairman
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 I am pleased to learn that Sainik School Goalpara is bringing out its annual 

journal  “THE PUBERUN”. 

 Sainik Schools have been entrusted with the noble task of imparting quality 

education to the students from varied social backgrounds. These schools inculcate 

high standards of discipline, moral and ethical values as well as sense of 

responsibility for the holistic development of the personality of cadets thereby 

making them self-reliant,  physically �it and mentally agile youth of tomorrow. 

 I earnestly hope that Sainik School Goalpara will continue this noble task of 

grooming the youth of our nation steadfastly so that they would move on to take a 

rightful  place in the future India. 

 On this occasion, I wish the Principal, faculty and the cadets every success in 

all  their future endeavours.

(Satish Singh)



 It gives me great pleasure to learn that Sainik School Goalpara is bringing out 

the annual issue of its magazine "The Puberun".

 Sainik School Goalpara has over the years established itself as the leading 

institution with a focus on providing quality education and, equipping the cadets 

with character qualities and many abilities to meet the challenges, that they will 

encounter in all walks of life. I am sure that the school will strive and put in their best 

efforts to scale greater heights.

 The school magazine is a platform for the cadets to showcase their creative 

talents, academic and intellectual abilities. It is also a mirror of the quality of the 

school, its activities, and its culture.

 I wish the Principal, Staff, and cadets of the school the best of luck in all future 

endeavours and heartiest complement to one and all for the successful publication 

of the "The Puberun".

ि�गिेडयर पी. के. शमा�
िनरी�ण अिधकारी 

Brig PK Sharma
Inspecting Ofcer

Telefax: 011-23011498

Tele: 011-23014826

E-mail: sainikschoolsociety@gmail.com

भारत सरकार, र�ा म�ंालय 
सैिनक �कल सोसायटी,ू

101 डी-1 िवगं, सनेा भवन 
नई िद�ली – 110011

Government of India
Ministry of Defence

Sainik Schools Society
101, D-1 Wing, Sena Bhawan

New Delhi-110011  

(PK Sharma)
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 The Covid-19 pandemic might have been 'the worst of 
times' for many, but for those, who convert challenges into 
opportunities and quest for a medium to adorn their thoughts 
and imagination, it was perhaps 'the best of times'. Unlike 
many a soul that were constrained to shut down the pace of 
growth, most of the educational institutions exploited the 
emerging challenges and breezed through facilitating the new 
age learners with expression of ideas and imagination. Sainik 
School Goalpara was one of those institutions that left no 
stone unturned to quickly adapt to the testing times. 
Recognising the need of the hour, the school encouraged its 
students to participate in various online competitions that 
were aimed at enhancing their wholesome growth. Besides a 
wide range of such activities conducted in the school during 
the session, this edition of 'The Puberun-The Rising Sun' is a 
humble initiative to exhort the budding students and provide 
them with an opportunity to showcase their imagination and 
latent thoughts in beautiful words. Hope it would also 
motivate them to make best use of their leisure time. 

 Wish you all a happy reading! Read on…

Editorial Board

Editorial



Capt (IN) A Muthuraman

From the

 Sainik Schools are cradle of leadership for those who aspire to become of�icers in the 
Armed Forces. Our objectives are set in such a manner so as to ful�ill and support the basic 
training philosophy of NDA, Naval and Air Force Academics, hence the foundation of the school 
is laid on the fundamental needs of our Military Training.

 In today's world, especially in educational arena, intensive efforts are being made to 
transform the educational system to propel students to achieve higher scholastic levels. With 
the same pragmatic approach, Sainik School Goalpara is relentlessly marching ahead to 
achieve its coveted goal by transforming its cadets into responsible citizens, capable of 
withstanding the rigours of time, packed with the spirit of nationalism and above all good 
human beings. It is our onerous responsibility to prepare and groom our cadets to face the life 
in totality by equipping them with traits and values of a leader.

 As it is said that there is no best which can’t be bettered. In this era of intense 
competition & pandemic, it is of immense importance to impart an integrated education that 
lays the foundation of a civilized society and trains the individuals to survive despite all odds. 
To achieve and realize this, both staff and cadets play an important role by sharing a common 
view, that if targets are to be achieved, strict discipline has to be accepted as a baseline. Being 
the Principal of the school, it gives me immense satisfaction to enumerate that with persistent 
beaconing and coadjuvancy from the SSG fraternity, the school is proudly achieving the status 
of premier institute in terms of academics and sports and also adding more number of cadets 
to the Defence Forces.

 I compliment the Editorial Board for bringing out this issue of 'Puberun' and call upon 
the staff and the cadets to work with an unabated zeal so that the aims and objectives of our 
institution are not compromised at any stage. I wish Sainik School, Goalpara to conquer still 
greater heights of success.
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Achievers 2021-22

ACADEMIC TOPPERS 2021-22

Class : VI (6678) 
Cdt Umme Abhia Fatima

Class : IX (6655)
Cdt Rohit Kumar Prusty   

Class : VII (6596)
Cdt Sudiksha Bezboruah

Class : XI (6514)
Cdt MU Harshitaa 

Class : VIII (6401)
Cdt Priyangshu Saha 

Joined
th(NDA 147  Course)

Mr. North-East Superstar
2021 Season-3

97.25% 97.4% 93.0%

93.0% 85.5%

5773
Cdt Rickchen Buragohain

5961
Cdt Prateek Thapa
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Achievers 2021-22

TH7  NATIONAL TAEKWONDO CHAMPIONSHIP

NETAJI SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE BRAVERY AWARD

SSG was awarded the prestigious “Netaji Subhas Chandra 

Bose Bravery Award” by International Human Rights 

Council  (IHRC) on 04 Oct 2021. Captain (IN) A 

Muthuraman, Principal received the award on behalf of the 

school from Mr Kamal Raj Chetry, Vice President, IHRC, 

India, who visited the school along with 18 other delegates. 

The award was a recognition to SSG's contribution to 

National Service ever since its inception on 12 November 

1964. All of�icers and academic staff were present on this 

occasion.

Cadet Mugdha Das of Class VI brought laurels to SSG by winning Gold Medal in Sub-Junior (U-28 Kg) 

category of the 7�� National Taekwondo Championship organised by Talent Search Association at 

Pitampura, New Delhi.
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 In order to keep the teaching community 
updated and ready to face professional 
challenges, various training sessions were 
conducted. Faculty Development Programmes 
provided a platform to the faculty members to 
churn out their knowledge and �indings. Apart 
from that, various time-bound CBSE training 
modules were introduced by the government 
through the 'Diksha'  portal  which were 
enthusiastically completed by the teachers. Six 
teachers participated in the ‘School Innovation 
A m b a s s a d o r  Tra i n i n g  P ro g ra m m e ’  a n d 
completed the training modules spanning over 
70 hours.

 Overcoming hurdles generated by the 

Covid 19 pandemic, Sainik School Goalpara 

ensured an all-round development of the 

students and organised various co-curricular 

activities in both online and of�line modes. 

Breaking the shackles of Covid fear, the students 

participated in activities with enthusiasm 

following Covid safety protocols.

Ø Inter-House Football Competition (Seniors) for 

the Session 2021-22 was conducted from 28 Apr 

to 01 May 2021. Lohit House emerged winners 

followed by Udaygiri and Lachit House that 

bagged second and third positions respectively. 

Cdt Sylvan Langstien was unanimously adjudged 

the best goal keeper for scoring 7 goals in the 

tournament.

Ø An online Essay Writing Competition for Class 

VIII was conducted on 25 May 2021 to create 

awareness on elimination of single use plastics. 

16 cadets participated in the competition. Cdt  

Rishi Kumar stood �irst. Cdt Sagar Nilim Barua 

Teachers' Training

Co Curricular Activities

and Cdt Asish Ranjan secured second and third 

positions respectively.

Ø Inter House English Debate (Seniors) was 

conducted on 27 May 2021. Cadets of three 

senior Houses namely Lachit, Lohit and Udaygiri 

debated on the topic 'Single Use Plastic Should Be 

Banned'. Cdt M U Harshitaa of Lachit House 

secured �irst position whereas, Cdt Bikash Deep 

Tinikuria of  Udaygiri House and Cdt Al Sahim 

Islam of Lohit House secured second and third 

positions respectively.

Ø Cadets participated in an online English Essay 

Writing competition conducted on 18 June 2021. 

The theme of the competition was “Relevance of 

Yoga amid COVID Second Wave and gearing up 

for tackling the third wave.” Cdt Tanmoy Deka of 

Eklavya House stood �irst in the competition.

Ø Poster, Banner and Hoarding Making on the 

theme “Harms of the use of single-use plastic” 

were conducted on 28 June 2021. Cadets of Class 

IX participated in the events.

Ø Inter House Assamese Debate (Juniors) was 

conducted online on 20 Aug 2021.The theme of 

the competition was “Home stay of the hostellers 

due to Covid-19 restrictions has enhanced their 

mental health.” Cadets of Ekalavya, Chilarai and 

Aniruddha Houses participated in competition. 

Cdt Anupam Chamuah of Chilarai secured �irst 

position, Cdt Bhargav Nath of Ekalavya and Cdt 

Kundil Dutta of Aniruddha secured second 

position. Cdt Sagar Nilim Baruah of Ekalavya 

bagged third position.

Ø Inter House Quiz Competition (Seniors) was 
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Co Curricular Activities

conducted on 31 Aug 2021. Cdt Mankeswar 

Anand and Cdt Shivam Singh Baghel of Lohit 

House secured �irst position.

Ø Inter House Hindi Debate (Seniors) was 

conducted on 1 Sep 2021. Cdt Shantanu Vats of 

Udaygiri House won the competition. 

Ø Inter House Quiz Competition (Juniors) was 

conducted on 27 Sep 2021. Chilarai House bagged  

�irst position and second position was secured by 

Aniruddha House. Third position was jointly 

bagged by Ekalavya and Aniruddha House.

Ø Inter House Speech Delivery Competition was 

held on 27 Oct 2021. Cdt Biswas Thakuri of  

Udaygiri House secured �irst position. Lohit and 

Lachit House bagged second and third positions 

respectively.

Ø Inter House Hindi Essay Writing Competition 

(Seniors) was conducted on 1 Nov 2021. Cdt 

Abhinav Kumar of Lachit House bagged �irst 

position.

Ø  Inter House Assamese Essay Writing 

Competition (Seniors) was held on 1 Nov 2021. 

Cdt Tanmoy Nath of Udaygiri House secured �irst 

position.

Ø Inter House English Essay Writing Competition 

(Seniors) was held on 1 Nov 2021. First position 

was jointly bagged by Cdt M U Harshitaa of  Lachit 

House and Cdt Sahil Raza of Udaygiri House.

Ø Hindi Short Story Writing Competition 

(Juniors) was organized on 3 Nov 2021. Cdt 

Samiksha Mishra of Chilarai Houe bagged �irst 

position.

Ø Inter House Assamese Short Story Writing 

Competition (Juniors) was held on 3 Nov 2021. 

Cdt Kundil Dutta of Aniruddha House secured 

�irst position.  

IPSC Literary Fest 2021  

NDA Entry

School Celebrations

 The IPSC Lit Fest 2021 was organized 
online by Rajmata Krishna Kumari Girls' Public 
School, Rajasthan. 11 cadets of SSG from Classes 
IX to XII participated in various events viz. 
Bilingual Debate, 'Encore More: Shakespeare on 
the Floor' and 'Rock-n-Lol' etc. Cdt Richan Dutta 
was awarded ‘Certi�icate of Appreciation’ for his 
light-hearted and tickling stand-up comedy in 
Rock-n-Lol.

 Pertaining to its basic goal, the school 
provides a plethora of initiatives to ensure entry 
of cadets in the NDA and INA. UPSC preparatory 
classes and a series of mock tests were conducted 
for classes XI and XII. 56 cadets of 2021-22 batch 
appeared for the UPSC Exam out of which 12 
cadets quali�ied in the exam. Cdt Rickchen 
Buragohain joined the 147�� course of NDA 
(Army Wing).

 Observation and celebration of various 
national and international important events on 
various days are a necessity in any school for all-
round development of students as well as for 
making them aware of several signi�icant days 
and occasions. SSG celebrated various such days 
and occasions during the Session 2021-22.
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th7  International Day of Yoga 

Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat

 As part of the 7�� International Yoga Day 

Celebrations on 21 Jun 2021, various online 

activities viz. Poster Making, Video Making, 

Speech etc were conducted for cadets through MS 

Teams. An online Yoga Session was also 

conducted to mark the occasion.

 As a part of EBSB activity pertaining to 

exchange of traditional culture and information 

with the partner state Rajasthan, artist Mr 

Mukesh Kumar Sharma of Chittorgarh, Rajasthan 

interacted with cadets of Sainik School Goalpara 

on 15 Jul 2021. He enlightened the cadets on 

traditional paintings, cultural heritage and 

regional values of Rajasthan. 

 An online Poster Making Competition on 

cultural heritage and regional values of Rajasthan 

was conducted  on 16 Jul 2021. 28 cadets 

participated in the competition. Also, Ek Bharat 

Shreshtha Bharat-Phase-III, Sapath(pledge) was 

taken virtually.

 An online Quiz on history, tourism and 

culture of Rajasthan was conducted on 11 Aug 

2021. 79 cadets from Classes VII, VIII and IX 

participated in the event.

 An online activity titled “Theme Display 

Board/Wall  magazine on Rajasthan was 

conducted on 08 Sep 2021. 42 cadets from 

Classes VII, VIII & IX participated in it.

th
75  Independence Day Celebration

Cleanliness Drive for Elimination of
Single-Use Plastics
 Single-use plastic is one of the most 

prominent materials  in our planet that 

contributes to environment pollution. Its toxicity 

also harms the people engaged in its production 

and use. In this regard, a ‘Cleanliness Drive’ was 

organised on 24 Jul 2021 for eliminating the 

single use plastics in the school campus as well as 

to create awareness among staff and families.

 Sainik School Goalpara celebrated the 

75�� Independence Day on 15 Aug 2021 with 

great joy and patriotism. Even though there was a 

slight delay to the celebrations due to rain which 

was probably God's way of cleansing the land, 

enthusiasm of the staff and cadets did not 

diminish the zeal. Captain (IN) A Muthuraman, 

Principal unfurled the tri-colour at the school 

parade ground and the event was attended by all 

day scholar cadets, staff and their families. 

During his address, the Principal recollected the 

sacri�ices made by our brave freedom �ighters in 

pursuit of a free sovereign nation. The Principal 

awarded cash incentives and appreciation 

certi�icates to twelve employees in recognition to 

their untiring service to the school.

 Video Blog Competition, Declamation 

Competition, Digital Post Card & Poster Making 

Competition were conducted on 08, 09 and 11 

A u g  2 1  re s p e c t ive ly  t o  m a r k  t h e  7 5 � � 

Independence Day.
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Inauguration Of Chandraprabha House For Girls

Arrival of Swarnim Vijay Varsh Victory Flame

 In compliance to the historic decision of 
the government to introduce girls in Sainik 
Schools, SSG strived to ensure a homely 
environment to the newly admitted girls. In order 
to ensure the same, a new Girls' House was 
inaugurated by Mrs Urmimala Das, a Fulbright 
Alumna, Teacher Trainer and the �irst lady of  the 
campus on 15 Aug 21. The House was named after 
Padma Shri Chandraprabha Saikiani, the 
illustrious Assamese freedom �ighter, author and 
social reformer. 

Fit India Freedom Run 2.0

Teachers’ Day Celebration

Celebration of Hindi Pakhwada

 As a part of “Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav” 

SSG conducted a Yoga Session for cadets and staff. 

It was followed by a 5 km walk/run to a nearby 

village.  The theme of the run was “It can be a run 

anywhere, anytime!”

 On the occasion of Teachers'  Day, 

Captain(IN) A Muthuraman, Principal, greeted 

the teaching community and lauded the efforts of 

Class XII who hosted an online event under the 

leadership of Cdt Mrinanga Swargiary, School 

Captain. The celebrations included a wonderful 

cultural programme by a team of day scholars led 

by Cdt Al-Rehnuma Yasmin and Cdt MU 

Harshitaa. The school also felicitated SSG staff 

and teachers of Bal Mandir Public School with 

token of appreciation. Mrs Urmimala Das, 

Headmistress, BMPS and Lieutenant Commander 

Anantha Krishnan K, Administrative Of�icer were 

present on the occasion.

 As part of Hindi Pakhwada, Essay Writing  

f o r  a c a d e m i c  s t a ff ,  P o e m  W r i t i n g  f o r 

administrative staff and Poem Recitation for GEs, 

Story Writing for families, Extempore Speech for 

Classes VII & VIII and Speech on the Importance 

of Hindi for Classes IX & X were conducted 

between 08 and 14 Sep 21. These were followed 

by celebration of ‘Hindi Diwas’.

 'The Swarnim Vijay Varsh Victory Flame' 
commemorating 50 years of Indian Armed 
Forces' victory over Pakistan in 1971 Indo-Pak 
War reached Sainik School Goalpara on 28 Aug 
2021. The 50�� year celebration was �lagged off by 
the Honourable Prime Minister of India by 
lighting four victory �lames from the undying 
�lame at The National War Memorial, New Delhi 
on 16 Dec 2020 and sending them off to the four 
cardinal directions with honour and pride.
 The Victory Flame was received at Sainik 
School Goalpara with full Military honour by Cdt 
Al Rehnuma Yasmin and Cdt MU Harshitaa and it 
was later placed on the sconce by Captain (IN) A 
Muthuraman, Principal. It was followed by a 
Ceremonial Guard of  Honour.
 A solemn wreath laying ceremony was 
held to commemorate the supreme sacri�ices 
made by the brave hearts to uphold pride and 
honour of our motherland. War Veteran Subedar 
Bokha Ram paid tribute to our brave martyrs by 
laying the wreath. Captain (IN)  A Muthuraman, 
Prinicipal, Sainik School Goalpara did the honour 
on behalf of the entire SSG fraternity. Col B C 
Choudhary, CO 12 Grenadiers laid wreath at the 
Victory Flame on behalf of of�icers and all ranks of 
11 Mountain Brigade.
 Captain (IN) A Muthuraman and Col B C 
Choudhary felicitated twenty six war veterans 
and two veer naaris on the occasion. 
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Air Force Day

International Girl Child Day 

Rashtriya Ekta Diwas

Veer Gatha Project

Visit of Alumni

 As part of the celebrations of 'Rashtriya 

Ekta Diwas', SSG paid homage to our visionary 

leader, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. A Special 

Assembly was held on the auspicious occasion 

during which Captain (IN) A Muthuraman, 

Principal, urged the school community to 

consider self-introspection over complacency for 

successful accomplishment of Sardar Patel's 

vision.

 As part of Veer Gatha Project 15 students 

from class VI to XI participated in the 'Veer Gatha 

Project' which was organized by the Ministry of 

Defence to spread awareness among the cadets 

about Gallantry Award recipients of India. Cadets 

participated enthusiastically and showcased 

their skills in painting and creative writing that 

were dedicated to the brave martyrs of our 

nation.

 Brig J C Talukdar, Group Cdr (NCC), an 

alumnus, visited SSG on 14-15 Dec 21. Of�icer was 

spellbound to see his alma mater after 30 long 

years.  While going around the campus,             

Brig Talukdar felt very nostalgic. Recollecting his 

memories as a young budding cadet, he was 

overwhelmed with emotions. During his address 

to the school, Of�icer shared his experience with  

Cadets of Classes X & Class XII. Brig Talukdar 

urged them to imbibe reading habit and remain 

focused on communicative English. Of�icer also 

exhorted them to be responsible citizens of  the 

country.

Welcome to Vice Principal 
Cdr Naresh Singh Chauhan

 The school conducted a Special Assembly 

to welcome Commander Naresh Singh Chauhan, 

the new Vice Principal on 05 Oct 2021. Cdr 

Chauhan, an M.Tech in Computer Technology, was 

commissioned into the Indian Navy on 06 Aug 

2006. Prior to his induction in SSG, he held several 

prestigious appointments in leading Defence 

training establishments in India and Bangladesh.

 The 89��  Air Force Day was celebrated in 

the school with great enthusiasm on 08 Oct 21. 

The occasion commenced with a ‘Cake Cutting 

Ceremony’. The school conducted a virtual 

meeting with one of its proud alumni, Group 

Captain Mohonty Paging Pao. Cadets Sauvik Sen, 

Partha Das and Dipansu Kumar Singh of Class XII 

delivered speeches on Indian Air Force.  Also, a 

Quiz competition for juniors was conducted to 

mark the occasion.

 SSG celebrated 'International Day of the 

Girl Child' on 11 October 2021. A Special 

Assembly was conducted to commemorate the 

signi�icance of women empowerment and roles 

of prominent women personalities in various 

spheres of life.
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National Science Day

th28  Anniversary of Regional Science Centre

Infrastructural Boost

Trip to Jhansi Fort

 As a part of “Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav” 

celebration, the newly inducted girls of SSG 

visited Jhansi in November 2022. They were 

escorted by Ms Nithina, PGT. A total of 83 girls 

from all the Sainik Schools participated in the 

programme. 

l Construction of an RCC Block quarter is   

 in the campus is under progress.

l A hostel block for girls is under construction.

l Roof replacement and painting of cadets' 

 hostels were carried out during the session.

l Staff quarters were renovated and painted.

l Tiling of second �loor and painting of the 

 school building  were completed.

l Replacement of Gym's roof was completed.

l Cadets' Mess was repaired and painting of its 

 walls and roof was carried out.

l Construction of a �ield brie�ing area in the 

 structure of an amphitheater was carried out 

 near the Obstacle Course. 

l A state-of-the-art Language Lab was 

 constructed to facilitate communicative skills 

 of cadets.

 On the occasion of National Science Day a 

delegation of participants from SSG represented 

the school in a series of competitions held at 

Re g i o n a l  S c i e n c e  C e n t re ,  G uwa h a t i  o n                   

28 February 2022. Cdt Arshia Islam of Class VI 

bagged second posit ion in Art  Contest .                

Cdt Shaumodeep Saikia of Class IX stood second 

in Spot  Essay Writ ing Competit ion and               

Cdt Priyanuj Chetia of Class IX bagged �irst 

position in Memory Test.

 SSG also conducted various activities viz. 

Poster Making, Presentation of Science based 

topics, Quiz and a Science Exhibition at D N Sahani 

auditorium on 04 Mar 2022. Many cadets 

participated in the events with  great zeal and 

innovative ideas.

 14 cadets from Classes VI to X were taken 

on a tour to Guwahati for participation in various 

competitions organized by Regional Science 

Centre, Guwahati on the occasion of its 28�� 

Anniversary on 15 March 2022.

Golden Jubilee of BMPS
 B a l m a n d i r  P u b l i c  S c h o o l ,  t h e 

'Kindergarten' section of Sainik School Goalpara, 

is primarily meant to facilitate the staff children 

and students of nearby areas with quality 

education in their preparatory years. The school 

which was established in the year 1971 and 

celebrated its golden jubilee on 26 Dec 2021. 

Most of its alumni, Ex-Teachers and Ex-

Headmistress were cordially invited to attend the 

Golden Jubilee Celebration. 
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Mr Anuj Kumar Kushwaha

Mr Nirupam Aich

Mr Manoj Kumar Singh

Mr Golam Sorowar

Mr Rajiv Sharma

Mr Prodip Kumar Adhikary

Ms Nithina M

Mr Sandeep Kumar

Mrs Puspalata Kalita

Mr Samorendra Kumar Sengupta

Mr Manindra Hazarika

Mr Atiqul Islam

Mr Gautam Deka

Mr Hazarat Ali

Mr Prasanta Choudhury

Mr Debasish Kundu

Mr Shaikh Mohibur Rahman

Mrs Raisa Yasmin

Dr Durga Prasad Mishra

Dr Sanjoy Deka

Mr Mridul Kumar Barman

Mr Sriharsa Gouda

Mr Radhe Shyam Jha

Mr Vinay Pandey

Mr Zakiyol Kintso

Mr Krishna Kumar Borah

Mr Tapaneswar Ghosh

M Sc, B Ed

M Sc, B Ed, M Phil

MCA, B Ed

M Sc, B Ed

MA (Eng),MA (Soci), B Ed

MA, B Ed, PGCTE, PGDEAS

M Sc, M Ed, CTET, SET

M Sc, B Ed,TS-SET, CTET, STET, PGDET

MA, B Ed

M Sc, B Ed

MA, B Ed

MA, B Ed, NET

M Sc (Phy), M Sc (Elect), B Ed

M Sc, B Ed

M Sc, B Ed

M Sc, B Ed

M Sc, B Ed

MA, B Ed

MA, B Ed, Ph D

M Sc , B Ed, Ph D, SLET

MA, B Ed, CTET

M Sc, B Ed

M Sc, B Ed

MA, B Ed

BA, B Ed

MA, B Ed, CTET, STET

B Sc, M Lib & Info Sc.

PGT

PGT

PGT

PGT

PGT

PGT

PGT

PGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

TGT

Librarian
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Sub Roshan Khan

Hav Ram Bahadur Ranabhat

Hav Jewan Katawal

CHM Suraj Chauhan

Hav Adhin Debberma(APTC)

JCO

NCO

NCO

PTI

PTI

Mr Prodip Bezbora

Mr Nilanjan Chowdhury

Mr Kaushal Kishori Giri

Mr Ramesh Ch Sarma

Mrs Arpana Das Nath

Mr Biswasri Datta

Mrs Bandana Kalita

Mr Kularanjan Nath

Mr Bholanath Sharma

Mr Mahammad Ali

Mr Prabir Nandi

Accountant

Mess Manager

Quartermaster

Nursing Asst

UDC

UDC

LDC

LDC

LDC

LDC

LDC

Mr Chandan Kumar Ray

Mr Lokendra Choudhury

Mr Layo Ram Roy

Sr Assistant

Jr  Assistant

Laskar

Mr Ramani Nath

Mr Dhiren Ch Nath

Mr Jagannath Nath

Mr Moni Kanta Nath

Mr Rampad Nath

Mr Sadhan Kr Roy

Mr Nehru Ram Rabha

Mr Kalin  Talukdar

Mr Suraj Kachari

Mr Bhaba Kanta Roy

Mr Dhajen Boro

Mr Prabhu Nath Thakur

Mr Akan Rabha

Mr Khanindra Ch Roy

Mr Balaban Singh

Mr Dipak Barman

Mr Ram Chandra Nath

Mr Janardan Deb Nath

Mr Utpal Nath

Mr Kamal Das

Mr Nikun Rabha

Mr Himangshu Chakraborty

Mr Diganta Nath

Mr Jitendra Roy

Mr Bhola Barman

Mr Bipin Basumatary

Mr Nanho Basfor

Mr Afaluddin Seikh

Mr Narayan Nath

Mr Ashok Nath

Mr Bishnu Das

Mr Kushal Mallah

Mr Dharmendra Kumar Mishra

Mr Joy Chandra Roy

Mr Samarendra Nath
Mr Mridul Basumatary

10

Lab Assistant

Lab Assistant

Ward Boy

Ward Boy

Ward Boy

Matron

Matron

Matron

Mr Achinta Kumar Choudhury

Mr Heramba Das

Mr Sibdas Rabha

Mr Mrinal Kanti Das
Mr Babul Ch Roy

Mrs Pomy Das

Ms Soma Das

Mrs Elora Nath
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Academic Staff Administrative Staff

General EmployeesNCC Staff

Class X (2021-22)Class XII (2021-22)
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School Volleyball Team

School Hockey Team

School Football Team (Juniors)

School Football Team (Seniors)

School Basketball Team

School Football Team (Sub-Juniors)
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Abhimanyu House

Bhaskar House

Aniruddha House

Eklavya House

Chilarai House

Chandraprabha House
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Lachit House

Udaygiri House

Lohit House

School Band

School Appointments
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Rohit Prusty

        6655 

15

 SSG conducted 57�� Investiture Ceremony 
of the school on 09 Nov 21 to induct its School 
Appointments for the Academic Session 2021-22.                           
Captain (IN) A Muthuraman, Principal, reviewed 
the Guard of Honour and bestowed appointments 
on seven promising cadets that included the 
School Captain, Senior House Captains and House 
Prefects. In his address, Captain Muthuraman 
complimented the newly inducted Appointments 
and exhorted them to uphold the spirit of 
uprightness and shoulder their responsibilities 
with dedication. Donning the epaulettes of 
honour, the newly inducted appointments 
participated in an 'Oath-Taking Ceremony'. Cadet 

Mrinanga Swargiary of Class XII was appointed as 
the new School Captain for the session. This 
year's Investiture Ceremony was a unique one as 
prior to this August occasion,  nominees for 
various appointments were given opportunity to 
share their ideas on the 'Role of an Appointment 
in SSG' through an online session attended by the 
entire school. After the session, all cadets cast 
their votes through Google Forms which 
determined selection of the Appointments. 
Besides empowering the Cadets, the newly 
inducted initiative aimed at promoting a fair 
selection procedure for School Appointments.

CELEBRATIONS  OBSERVATIONS&

56��	INVESTITURE	CEREMONY
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CELEBRATIONS  OBSERVATIONS&

 As part of the 7�� International Yoga Day 

Celebrations, various online activities viz. Poster 

Making, Video Making, Speech were conducted  

through MS Teams on 21 Jun 2021.  An online 

Yoga Session was organised to mark the 

auspicious occasion. 

th7  INTERNATIONAL DAY OF YOGA  

 SSG celebrated the 75th Independence 

Day with enthusiasm and patriotic fervor in spite 

of adverse weather conditions. Captain (IN) A 

Muthuraman, Principal unfurled the tri-colour at 

the school parade ground that was attended by all 

day scholar cadets, staff and their families. The 

Principal also awarded cash incentives and 

appreciation certi�icates to twelve employees of 

the school in recognition of their dedicated 

service. This year's Independence Day would be 

remembered in the history of Sainik School 

Goalpara as Mrs Urmimala Das, a Fulbright 

Alumna and Teacher Trainer inaugurated 

'Chandraprabha House' - the �irst ever Girl's 

Hostel in the school, named after Padma Shri 

Chandraprabha Saikiani ,  the i l lustrious 

Assamese freedom �ighter, author, social 

reformer and a pioneer of the feminist movement 

in Assam. The school admitted ten girls in Class VI 

for the Academic Session 2021-22. 

TH75  INDEPENDENCE DAY 

 SSG celebrated 'International Day of the 
Girl Child' on 11 Oct 2021. A Special Assembly 
was conducted in the school to commemorate the 
signi�icant day. Cdt Victor and Cdt Al-Rehnuma 
delivered speeches on this year's theme - 'Digital 
Generation, Our Generation' and enlightened the 
g a t h e r i n g  w i t h  i m p o r t a n c e  o f  w o m e n 
empowerment in various spheres of life.

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF THE GIRL CHILD
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CELEBRATIONS  OBSERVATIONS&

 Captain (IN) A Muthuraman, Principal, greeted the teaching community on the occasion of 

Teachers' Day and appreciated Class XII for hosting an online event in honour of their beloved teachers. 

The celebrations included a wonderful cultural extravaganza presented by a team of day scholars led by 

Cdt Al-Rehnuma Yasmin and Cdt MU Harshitaa. The school felicitated SSG staff and teachers of Bal 

Mandir Public School with token of appreciation. Mrs Urmimala Das, Headmistress, BMPS and 

Lieutenant Commander Anantha Krishnan K were also present on the occasion.

TEACHERS' DAY

th89  INDIAN AIR FORCE DAY 

 SSG celebrated the 89�� Indian Air Force Day with enthusiasm. Captain (IN) A Muthuraman, 

Principal, greeted the entire SSG community on the auspicious occasion and Gp Capt Mohonto Panging 

Pao, VSM (Retired), an alumnus of the school, delivered a motivational talk during an online interactive 

session with cadets. Cadets Dipansu, Sauvik and Partha highlighted the history and glories of IAF during a 

Special Assembly. 
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CELEBRATIONS  OBSERVATIONS&

 As part of the celebrations of 'Rashtriya 
Ekta Diwas', SSG paid homage to our visionary 
leader, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel on 25 Oct 21. 
During a special assembly, Cdt Kulajit Deka and 
Cdt Jaswant Bordoloi of Class XII enlightened the 
gathering with their informative talks on the life 
of the 'Iron Man' and the 'Statue of Unity' 
respectively. Senior faculty members delivered 
talks on 'Adverse effects of single-use plastic'. 
Various other activities viz. Quiz on 'National 
Unity', Poster Making, Inter-House English 
Speech competition on 'Unity in Diversity' and 
Tree Plantation  were organized on 25, 26, 27 and 
28 Oct 2021 respectively. Rashtriya Ekta Divas 
pledge was taken by the staff and students to 
mark National Unity Day  on 31 Oct 2021 in Hindi 
and English.

Rashtriya Ekta Diwas

RASHTRIYA POSHAN MAAH

 As part of the celebration of 'Rastriya 

Poshan Maah', a ‘Plantation Drive’ was carried 

out in the school campus on 16 Sep 21 

 As part of EBSB activity to promote 
traditional exchange of culture and information 
with the partner state Rajasthan, SSG Cadets 
were introduced to traditional music and melody 
of Rajasthan on 25 Oct 21.

EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT  

 73�� Republic Day was celebrated on 26 

Jan 2022 with enthusiasm. Capt A Muthuraman, 

Principal unfurled the Tri-Colour reviewed a 

ceremonial parade at the school parade ground. 

RD
73  REPUBLIC DAY
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CELEBRATIONS  OBSERVATIONS&

 ‘The Swarnim Vijay Varsh Victory Flame' 

commemorating 50 years of Indian Armed 

Forces' victory over Pakistan in 1971 Indo-Pak 

War reached Sainik School Goalpara on 28 August 

2021. The Victory Flame was received in Sainik 

School Goalpara with full military honour by 

Cadet Al-Rehnuma Yasmin and Cadet MU 

Harshitaa and was placed on the sconce by 

Captain (IN) A Muthuraman, Principal, followed 

by a Ceremonial Guard of Honour and a solemn 

'Wreath Laying Ceremony'. Col B C Choudhary, CO 

12 Grenadiers, Col Dayal Chandra Kakati 

(Retired), CO ESMH, Ex-SSGian and a few War 

Veterans and Veer Naaris were also present on 

the occasion.

VICTORY FLAME SWARNIM VIJAY VARSH 
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NCC ACTIVITIES

 NCC 'A' Certi�icate exam for the session 
2020-21 was conducted from 19 to 20 Apr 2021. 
A total of 117 cadets of Class IX and X with lateral 
entries appeared in the examination.

NCC 'A' Certificate exam   

NCC 'B' CERTIFICATE EXAM

 NCC 'B' Certi�icate exam for the session 

2020-21 was conducted from 24 to 25 Apr 2021. 

62 cadets  of  Class  XII  appeared in  the 

 The Annual Training Camp for the Session 

2021-22 was organised for 57 SD and 01 SW 

Cadets of Class XII from 27 to 31 Jan 2022. The 

camp comprised of various activities viz. Tent 

Pitching, Battle Run, Obstacles, .22 Ri�le Firing, 

Fieldcraft, Battlecraft, Map Reading, Weapon 

Training, Camp Lay-out and Camp Fire. The camp 

was inaugurated by Lt Cdr Anantha Krishnan K, 

Administrative Of�icer. Various competitions 

were organized among the cadets to tap their 

talents. The Camp Fire was lit by Capt (IN) A 

Muthuraman, Prinicipal. Cdr Naresh Singh 

Chauhan, Vice Principal presented the Camp 

Report. Lt Col S K Dahia, OC, 7th Assam, Dhubri, 

NCC was present during the camp as the Accounts 

Of�icer. Udaygiri and Lohit House were the 

winners of Battle Run and Obstacles respectively 

whereas, Lachit House topped in Camp Lay-Out 

and Firing and emerged as the overall champion. 

ANNUAL TRAINING CAMP
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TEACHERS' TRAINING PROGRAMME

CLEANLINESS DRIVE

GAMES & SPORTS

 02 Teachers  participated in CBSE  

w o r k s h o p  f o r  t e a c h e r s  o n  C l a s s r o o m 

engagement for young warrior movement on 14 

Jul 2021.

 A Cleanliness drive was organised on 24 

Jul 2021 for eliminating the single use plastics 

within the campus on 24 Jul 2021.

ONLINE TRAINING

ELIMINATION OF SINGLE
USE PLASTICS 

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

 A s  p a r t  o f  Fa c u l t y  D e v e l o p m e n t 
Programme, Mr P Choudhury, TGT (Science)  
presented a talk on ‘Integration of Values 
Education in the Curriculum’ on 09 Oct 2021.     
Mr S M Rahman, TGT (Maths) presented another 
talk on ‘Innovative Teaching of Mathematics’ on 
22 Oct 21. 

 Inter-House Football  Competit ion 

(Seniors) for the Session 2021-22 was conducted 

from 28 Apr to 01 May 2021. Lohit House 

emerged as the winners. Udaygiri and Lachit 

House bagged second and third position 

respectively. Cdt Sylvan Langstien, who scored 07 

goals in the championship, was awarded the 

‘Highest Scorer’ trophy. IH Football 2021-22 was 

a unique one as it was coordinated by the cadets 

themselves. The match of�icials comprised of  

nominated and trained cadets from both the 

senior and junior Houses. 

INTER-HOUSE FOOTBALL
COMPETITION (SENIORS) 
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CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

 An online Essay Writing Competition for 

Class VIII was conducted on 25 May 2021 to 

emphasise the importance of elimination of 

single-use plastics. 16 Cadets participated in the 

competition. Cdt Rishi Kumar stood �irst and Cdt 

Sagar Nilim Barua and Cdt Asish Ranjan secured 

second and third positions respectively.

 Poster, Banner and Hoarding Making on 

the 'Harmful effects of single-use plastic' were 

conducted on 28 June 2021. 08 Cadets of Class IX 

participated in the events.

 Six cadets participated in an online English Essay Writing 

competition conducted on 18 June 2021. The theme of the competition 

was 'Relevance of Yoga amid COVID Second Wave and gearing up for 

tackling the third wave.' Cdt Tanmoy Deka of Eklavya House stood �irst 

in the competition.

 Inter-House English Debate (Seniors) for 

the Session 2021-22 was conducted on 27 May 

2021. The topic for the competition was “Single-

Use plastic should be banned.” Cdt MU Harshitaa,  

Cdt Bikashdeep Tinikuria and Cdt Al Sahim Islam 

secured �irst, second and third positions 

respectively. Lachit House emerged as the 

champion. 

ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION

POSTER MAKING

ENGLISH ESSAY WRITING

INTER-HOUSE ENGLISH 
ESSAY WRITING

Cdt Rishi
Kumar

Cdt Sagar
Nilim Barua 

Cdt Asish
Ranjan

Cdt Tanmoy Deka

Cdt MU Harshitaa Cdt Bikashdeep Cdt Al Sahim
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CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

 A n  o n l i n e  I n te r - H o u s e  A s s a m e s e 
Debating Competition (Juniors) was conducted 
on 20 August 2021. Two participants from each of 
the Junior Houses showcased their debating 

skills on “ক'িভড মহামাৰীৰ পিৰে�ি�তত িনজ িনজ ঘৰত 

থকাৰ বােব �হাে�লৰ আৱাসী সকলৰ মানিসক অৱ�াৰ উ�িত 

ঘ�েছ” (Home stay of the hostellers due to Covid-

19 restrictions has enhanced their mental 
health). The debate was won by Cadet Anupam 
Chamuah (Chilarai). Second position was jointly 
bagged by Cadet Bhargav Nath (Eklavya) and 
Cadet  Kundil  Dutta  (Aniruddha).  Cadet 
Sagarnilim Baruah (Eklavya) stood third in the 
competition. Eklavya House was adjudged the 
overall champion. The jury included Mrs Jamini 
Kalita, Lecturer, Khoirabari College and also a 
parent, Mr Angarag Kumar Bhuyan, PGT, 
Rangadaria Higher Secondary School, Marigaon 
and an alumnus of the school, and Dr Tejaswini 
Nath, Lecturer, Anandaram Baruah Academy, 
Pathsala. The event was live streamed through 
MS Teams.

INTER-HOUSE ASSAMESE DEBATE

 SSG celebrated 'Hindi Pakhawada' from 1 to 14 September 2021 to spread awareness about Hindi 

language. A good number of activities were conducted among the the staff members to mark the 

celebration. These included Essay Writing, Poem Writing, Recitation, Extempore Speech, Story Writing 

and Speech on the Importance of Hindi. Dr D P Mishra, TGT (Hindi) coordinated the entire celebration.

HINDI PAKHAWADA

 76 Cadets participated in Ek Bharat 
Shreshth Bharat online Quiz on 28 Aug 2021. The 
competition comprised of various rounds based 
on history, tourism and culture of Rajasthan. 

EBSB QUIZ 
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CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

IH HINDI DEBATE (SENIORS)

 SSG conducted an online Inter-House Quiz 

Competition (Juniors) for the Session 2021-22 on 

27 Sep 21. The competition included nine rounds 

with different themes. Cdt Priyesh Yadav and Cdt 

Swastik Das stood �irst and second in the 

competition respectively. Cdt Ashish Tiwari and 

Cdt Shaumodeep Saikia jointly bagged the third 

position. Chilarai House was adjudged the overall 

champion. Mr Z Kinsto, TGT (Social Science) 

acted as the Quiz Master.

INTER-HOUSE QUIZ (JUNIORS)

 An online Inter-House Quiz Competition 
(Seniors) for the Session 2021-22 was conducted 
on 31 August 21. The competition included seven 
rounds with different themes. Cdt Mankeshwar 
Anand (XII) and Cdt Shivam Singh Baghel (XII) 
won the competition and Lohit House was 
adjudged the overall champion. Mr Atiqul Islam, 
TGT (Social Science) acted as the Quiz Master.

INTER-HOUSE QUIZ (SENIORS)

As part of 'Hindi Pakhwada', SSG conducted an 
online IH Hindi Debate for Seniors today. Topic of 
the debate was-“झठी खबर� और अफवाह� के �सार क� ू
रोकथाम के िलए अिभ�यि� क� �वतं�ता पर �ितबधं होना चािहए”. 

The debate was won by Cadet Shantanu Vats (X). 
Cadet Avyukt Kumar (XI) and Cadet Rajeev 
Ranjan (X) secured second and third positions 
respectively. Udaygiri House was adjudged the 
overall champion. The jury included Dr Abhishek 
Shukla,  Assistant Professor,  Deen Dayal 
Upadhyaya University, Gorakhpur (UP), Dr 
Santosh Kumar Chaturvedi, Jagannath Singh 
College, Udharbond, Cachar (Assam) and Dr 
Ratan Kumar, Associate Professor, Government K 
N College (Mizoram). Dr D P Mishra, TGT (Hindi) 
coordinated the entire event.
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CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

AWARENESS DRIVE

INTER-HOUSE ENGLISH, HINDI AND
ASSAMESE ESSAY WRITING (SENIORS) 

 1 5  C a d e t s  f ro m  C l a s s e s  V I  t o  X I 

participated in Painting and Creative Writing 

activities under the 'Veer Gatha Project' 

organized by the Ministry of Defence. The project 

was launched to make cadets aware of the 

Gallantry Award recipients of the country.

 In order to create awareness about 
harmful effects of single-use plastic on our 
environment, a team of Cadets led by Cdts 
Rehnuma, Harshitaa and Raj Aryan, performed a 
Street Play in the school campus on 30 Sep 2021. 
The school is also initiating a mechanism to 
contain use of plastic and effective waste 
management in the campus.

VEER GATHA PROJECT

AWARENESS AGAINST
SINGLE-USE PLASTIC

 As a part of activates under ‘Azadi Ka 

Amrit Mahotsav’, 36 cadets participated in Desh 

Bhakti Geet Writing Competition, Lori Writing 

Competition, Rangoli Making Competition. 

Another 40 cadets participated in ‘Freedom Run’ 

in Dec 2021.

AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV

 A Slogan Writing Competition for Class VI 

& VII and a Drawing Competition  for Class VIII & 

IX were conducted on 01 Nov and 02 Nov 2021 

respectively. The competitions were organised to 

mark ‘National Mission for Clean Ganga’.

NATIONAL MISSION FOR CLEAN GANGA  

 Inter-House English, Hindi and Assamese 

Essay Writing Competitions for the Session 2021-

22 were conducted on  01 Nov 2021 
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FIT INDIA

HEALTH & FITNESS

 In compliance to 'Fit India Freedom Run 

2.0', SSG carried out a 'Prabhat Pheri' from school 

campus to Rajapara village. The event was aimed 

at creating awareness about health and �itness in 

the local community. Mr MK Singh, Senior Master 

and Mr M Hazarika, TGT addressed the gathering 

and CHM Suraj Chauhan, PTI, demonstrated 

�itness exercises.

VOLLEYBALL
 ‘Fit India Movement’ was celebrated in the 

school with a volleyball match played between 

staff and a team comprising cadets of Classes X & 

XII on 28 Oct 2021. 

MOTIVATIONAL TOUR

TRIP TO SS JHANSI
 Four Girl cadets visited Sainik School Jhansi  to participate in  an orientation programme from 15-

18 Nov 2021. They were accompanied by Ms Nithina, PGT (Biology).
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WELCOME

COMMANDER NARESH SINGH CHAUHAN, VICE PRINCIPAL 
 The school conducted a Special Assembly 

to welcome Commander Naresh Singh Chauhan, 

the new Vice Principal on 05 Oct 2021. Cdr 

Chauhan, an M. Tech in Computer Technology, 

was commissioned into the Indian Navy on 06 

Aug 2006. Prior to his induction in SSG, he held 

several prestigious appointments in leading 

Defence training establishments in India and 

Bangladesh.

Mr Krishna Kumar Borah
TGT (English)

Mr David Patgiri
Driver

Mr Arun Kumar
General Employee

Mr Mridul Basumatary
General Employee

Mr Rajesh Mahato
General Employee

SCHOOL EMPLOYEES
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VISIT BY BRIG J C TALUKDAR,
GROUP CDR (NCC) 

 Brig J C Talukdar, Group Cdr (NCC) and an 

alumnus visited the  school  on 14-15 Dec 2021. 

He delivered a motivational talk during a special 

assembly and interacted with  cadets. 

VISITS & MOTIVATIONAL TALKS 

CHM Suraj Chauhan, PTI

 Mr Satya Narayan Mishra, GE

Hav A D Barma, PTI

FAREWELL
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VISITS & MOTIVATIONAL TALKS 

VISIT BY WING COMMANDER
S SHANMUGAM, CO, 11 AIRMEN
SELECTION CENTRE AF

 W i n g  C o m m a n d e r  S  S h a n m u ga m , 

Commanding Of�icer, 11 Airmen Selection Centre 

AF enlightened the cadets and faculty members 

with his motivational talk on various career 

opportunities in Indian Air Force on 17 Feb 2022 

in the school auditorium. He was felicitated by 

Captain (IN) A Muthuraman, Principal.

VISIT BY MR ADIL HUSSAIN,
ACTOR
 Internationally acclaimed Indian actor 

Adil Hussain visited Sainik School Goalpara on 
26 Feb 2022. He was felicitated by Captain
(IN) A Muthuraman, Principal and Mrs Urmimala 

Das, Headmistress, BMPS. The International and 

National Award winning actor enlightened the 

cadets and the staff with his worldly experience 

and wisdom.

TALK BY DR MANISH GUPTA, SCIENTIST,
GLAXOSMITHKLINE (GSK)

 Dr Manish Gupta, Scientist, Glaxo Smith 

Kline (GSK) Belgium and an Ex-SSgian shared his 

success story with cadets and academic staff 

through an online platform on 05 Mar 2022. 

During his talk, Dr Gupta motivated the cadets 

and interacted with them. 
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The warmth on my skin,

The heat on my face,

Humidity in the air,

The sweat after a race,

Longer days with fun and joy,

Are what summer brings.

The sky is a brilliant shade of blue,

And so many fascinating things.

The cold, tingling feeling of the pool,

Give our skin a sign of relief.

Our minds think of lazy days,

When nobody is in grief,

A smile on everybody's face,

Fill our hearts with delight.

Cdt. Supriyo Dev Chowdhury   

        X (6175), Udaigiri 

Either winter or monsoon,

spring or summer,

the unsinkable ship,

�loats forever.

 This is my only lifeboat,

 on which I survive.

It is warmer than anything else,

and has always helped me revive.
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I was just a paper,

Fallen here and there, 

I was alone at the desk,

But didn't have any fear.

By being origami and planes,

I gave them the needed happiness,

But, in return, I was thrown into darkness.

It was a tissue paper,

Soaking all their pains and sorrows 

And for the sake of reward 

I was torn into pieces and got dumped into 

burrows.

I was a stuffed toy.

I released their anger to the depth,

But with their changing age, 

I was ignored as the body of a stranger's death.

Finally, I was a human 

But I regretted my whole afterlife. 

It was better to die out of starvation,

But I was killed with a knife.

I was stabbed, till my soul goes out 

Far, far away from my life. 

And you know what?

Love was the name of the knife.

Cdt. Kaushik Boruah    

        IX (6295), Ekalavya 

Cdt. Rohan Bora   

        IX (6298), Aniruddha 

I failed, but  

I am not under stress  

Because I think that  

Failure is a way to  

Our Success 

We learn from our  

Drawbacks to progress. 

                         

 But it's time  

 To pull up our socks 

 And upgrade ourselves 

 Because more troubles  

 Are going to come 

 Our way.

  

If you run towards it  

It will go away  

But if you  

Learn to avoid 

Then it will come  

Your way.  

 

 It is a race  

 That never ends  

 It has a single way  

 And a single  

 Destination  

 With no shortcuts  

 And we can   

 Reach it only with       

 Hard work.

The Only
Way
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For us, they are on the border,

Who can't break the order,

Who are always ready to sacri�ice,

They are as willed as the Himalayan ice.

Salute to the Indian soldiers!

Because of them, we have safe stood,

And are secure in our Indian abode.

Who are always ready on command,

Who has only one brand,

Salute to the Indian soldiers!

They �ight battles without any fear,

Least bothered by threats of the future year.

Who see no day or night,

Who are always ready to �ight,

Salute to the Indian soldiers!

Who celebrate their festivals, 

With the valor of bullets and guns,

And while we play Holi with diverse colours;

They play in combat with ri�les 

And know only one colour which is 'Blood Red'.

Salute to the Indian soldiers!

We complain of a hot or cold day,

While they stay in the harsh Siachen every day.

They are never sure of their own life or

Know if they ever meet their son and daughter.

Salute to the Indian soldiers!

Alas! Why do politicians play with their lives?

And, why compensation for their lives

Is done with some amount of money,

Is that all our duty towards our great Indian Army?

Again and again, salute the Indian soldiers!

Cdt. Priyesh Yadav    

        IX (6311), Chilarai 

Cdt. MU Harshitaa   

        XI (6514), Lachit 

An Alpha, an Angel

An Ally, an Antagonist

Astoundingly asymmetrical

 

Adorned are areas apart

Abide ascendancies asunder

Arenas, arenas apart

 

Although; all asked at accent

“Are all, are all ahead?"

“Alas! All allowed aren't”

 

"Aloof isn't as appear 

Across axis as ahead

Abandon able ain't an air

As avoiding adversaries 

And adversaries' adventures

All align at an ancillary Antares

Anyhow; abandonment

And acceptances all are ashore

And answers are at advancement...”

Are All
Ahead?
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I ponder to respond, Thou tell me?

Sun�lower of my eos!

Stopped my saunter, and stridden me up.

Now counting, three.

At the �irst touch, I am confused,

I dare not, touch thou.

My stiff shivering pampers.

Little humming, cute and agile.

Red, pink, purple, seemed to be sent

to �ill us with colours.

Thy glance, quenched my thirst.

Thine lips are jelly in ocean,

Cheeks like Trampoline

The wetness, wet my �ire and ice.

Thy baggy skins, wrinkled, shallow pit.

Thy little one, inside my �ist

Made me full of emptiness.

Folk, masses, kin ask about his name 

How do I tell them

Joy, his name, and Rejuvenation, his title.

Coming creepily behind.

Put my hands up and 

levitate the atmosphere,

With my laudable

wild and novice steps.

Wanna try, Blue and Jazz, No care.

Yes, listen to all the Dikpals!

Kal, Janus, Chronos whosoever...

Let the time freeze off

Because I, I just wanna capture 

Cdt. Avyukt Kumar   

        XI (6069), Lachit 

A FATHER'S
                       EMOTIONS

all shreds in my sinews.

Welcoming you with Honey and Ghrit

and thine reded feet on jambee

Many Sanskaras to do.

I do wait only. Because rest is going

to be wonderful for three.

The world is very depth full 

but ravenous plain

Voices are sober, cynical comic!

But I'm aware of these,

Sickening crafted winds

Blowing & whipping on my old manor, 

Screaming & gruelling on pillars.

Dancing down in my orchard.

Quarrelling with mango leaves!

Also followed by their friends. 

This old manor has seen a lot 

Sustained, very well

-Veness... Do over the +veness

Of pious leaves?

After all, they have taught 

How to be like water bear.

My dear, all will be there, no worries!

Two are here, having thou peaceful sleep.

Even not completed my spindle reveries

But a lot dreams for thou, 

We'll.

A lot of dreams for thou.
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Who has seen the wind

Neither you nor I

But when the leaves are �lying

The wind is blowing.

Who has seen the wind?

Neither you nor I

But when the trees hang trembling

The wind is blowing.

Who has seen the wind?

Neither you nor I

But we can feel the winds

When it is blowing.

Cdt Tamas Gohain    

        VIII (6311), Aniruddha 

Cdt Gaurav Nath   

        IX (6272), Aniruddha 

Seems like we were dreaming for too long

Just yesterday was the beginning of snow

But now, it looks the whole winter has gone.

Warm rays of summer 

Chilly touch of December.

Air passed by like a �ilm tape

Without leaving a drop of tear.

Even if I missed a sunset in the evening 

I slept every night with a hope that

Tomorrow again it will be there for me

To embrace its beauty.

But this time a bird knocks on my door

With a note says

"You have already reached the shore.”

THE
WIND
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When I was younger,

I was always swinging.

Now, when I am older,

To work – I am clinging.

Life's gotten harder,

People – fake and sharper.

Never thought this was how I'd feel!

I'm craving some time to chill'

Instead, I'm �inding a pill,

That could kill, That would kill!

I just want some 'ME' time

Give me some peace!

I don't even have a dime,

To afford a block of cheese.

After all this,

I still trust God. 

The old times - I miss,

You're my saviour, Oh Lord!

Ah! Thanks, mom for the goodnight kiss,

That just made my day.

Those were the day I miss,

When I used to play with clay.

Cdt Upanshu Gandhi    

        IX (6520), Udaygiri

AS I passed by the market,

The beauty of the necklace made its target.

The Miraculous gloss of the Necklace,

Not even the moon could ever replace it.

How I wish I could make it mine,

But the price whine

The jeweller shooed me away,

Ah, I forget!

I was a kid who couldn't even afford clay!!

The Unlucky
Girl
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Cherish, if it is still alive, 

Because that's what we need,

On the brink of extinction,

We are thriving, don't let it extinguish.

Everlasting happiness will free us from

the chain of sorrows. 

What is left with us is a pot,

If happiness can be drunk in a cup of tea,

I want to drink it whole.

But won't I be sel�ish?

After all, we are used to it.

This is where we stand,

The gift of life,

not to be buried in graves but heart.

And when the end knocks, it ebbs away.

Slowly, for eternal peace.

Cdt Bishwas Thakuri     

        X (6240), Udaygiri 

Cdt Tanveer Yasmin     

        IX (6312), Lachit

I wasn't close with you , 
You & I became best friends when we spent 
lots of time together, 
Shared our thoughts and memories, and spoke silly. 
Together we believed that 
We can be partners in crime affably.
Saying, “Thank you is important because 
You made me jolly when time was at worst.” 

You came from nowhere but stayed on
for somewhere.
After dawdling for months,
We shared a comfortable zone,
It helped me to �ind my inner smile and happiness.
Also I grasped so much new from you!
Saying “Thank you” is bene�icial because
It made me realise the mistakes I made. 

Hi...! How Are you? What's going on..?
I have heard this from you a lot when
Time had made me conned.
You made me believe that nothing can stop me
from making myself better & better every single day. 
.

Saying “Thank you” seems less 
but you mean a lot to me on this distinct day 
Obnoxious like bunny, happy and funny.
All these prattling are always perpetual for me
It’s priceless  and costs no money.

Days passed but you waited and put up, 
Even if we didn't share a word, we created nuisance.
Cherishing the moments we spent and 
rebelieved that
“We can” is the key to our bond.

Not forgetting the weeks & months, sun & moon light , 
and the jokes that we cracked
Writing something about you looks easy but moulding
you in words is far more strenuous.

Saying "Thank You" is a small word, 
but  you deserve this whole-heartedly
For unforgettable Friendship Goals!

THE VERACIOUS

VOWS OF

MY LIFE
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Mr M K Barman
TGT, Social Science
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 Everyday is a new experience. Education is a life 

long process and there is no ending. No one knows 

everything. However, as a UPSC aspirant one must 

know something about everything. Cadets need to 

break the cocoon, clear their doubts and be bold!

 Also remember, it's better to make a mistake now 

than to be laughed at later. The three key secrets to 

success are-Desire, Discipline and Dressing.

 Cadets must have �ire in the belly and be 

optimistic about their selection and hungry for their 

goal.

 Discipline - Cadets must be self disciplined and 

make the most of it. Don't wait for others to come and 

Mantra for Cadets

to

reach their pinnacle

point your short comings. Inculcate good etiquettes 

and habits which are goal oriented.

 Dressing should be upto the mark. Wear clothes in 

such a way that you are comfortable and con�ident, 

when your turnout is proper you need not worry/fear 

about punishments. Give your best and leave the rest 

to God. 

 Remember God helps those who help themselves. 

Read a lot and don't rely on unauthentic sources. 

Reasoning and questioning are the fundamentals of a 

sound cadet. Be active, take active participation in all 

the activities and give your best. 
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 Looking out of the window with a storm 
brewing in my mind when I see the woodpecker 
strumming the sweetest music on the pine, it 
reminds me- “life's not really that bad.” The 
woodpecker is still drilling the trunk with the 
hope of �inding worms, or may be a home to 
escape the harsh winter. 

 Nature could be the greatest motivator 
and the most intelligent teacher. The only 
condition is that we take a break from our 
mechanized life and start observing what's 
around us. It has been a long time since we were 
amazed at how clouds could drift changing 
shapes, now a bunny and then a tortoise, shy to 
look out of its shell. We couldn't recall the last tale 
we heard from our elders.  Wisdom shrouded in 
stories of ancestors appears to be �ickle today 
when we get to carry the whole world even 
though it lies �lat in our pockets.

 Gone are the days when we used to climb 
trees to get the juicy mangoes, search for sticks 
long enough to poke down the ripe papayas or 
just play hide-and-seek in the afternoon where 
everyone tried to stay hidden. Now no one really 
comes out of their homes and goes into hiding 
forever. Tiger ornamental tarantula weaving nets 
in the backyard reminds of how life needs to be. 
No matter how many times the net gets torn, next 
day it is as good as new. Every day is fresh; we just 
need to change our perception of  looking at it. 

 We do not have a moment to look at the 
setting sun spilling the sky with red, orange and 
yellow shades; a variety of colours that makes it 
beautiful. Doesn't it remind us of the variety of 

shades in our own lives, which make it worth 
living? We could not remember if we have ever 
seen the silver moon shining on the silent river at 
night where ripples of the river seemed as silver 
ribbons laid across it. We may understand that 
darkness in our lives is actually not dark. We 
could always search for the silver lining in it.

 Life brought up amidst nature is blessed 
with happiness and ful�illment. We are stressed 
and distressed, unaware of the fact that we are 
taking medicines to avoid a situation we are not 
in yet. The mud cannot make us dirty and the dirt 
cannot make us fall sick. Food is for the body as 
Nature is for the soul. When the soul is happy, the 
life is well lived.

Krishna Kr. Borah

        TGT (English) 
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Krishna Kr. Borah

        TGT (English) 
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Rohit Prusty

        IX, 6655 
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 All the attraction to farm laws began when 
on 19 Nov 2021, Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
announced that the government had decided to 
repeal all three farm laws. PM said that the 
government couldn't convince the farmers about 
the bene�its of the farm bills and hence, they were 
repealing the farm laws. During this period, there 
were protests by farmers all over the country. 
This all began when on 20 September 2020, 
parliament passed three farms bills:- 

 1 .  F a r m e r s  ( E m p o w e r m e n t  a n d 
Protection) Agreement of Price Assurance and 
Farm Services Bill: Under this contract farming 
farmers will get the price assurance before 
sowing the crops which will eventually help to 
empower farmers to engage with wholesalers, 
exporters, etc.

 Bene�its: When companies directly deal 
with farmers, middlemen are removed. Thus, 
both sides are bene�itted and sometimes farmers 
can even take money in advance and avoid taking 
loans.  

 Drawbacks: In reality, a company wanting 
large quantities from farmers will never deal with 
small farmers. Thus, this opportunity is out of 
reach for these marginal farmers. Sometimes 
these contracts can become one-sided as 
companies are powerful. 

 2. Essential Commodities (Amendment) 
Bill: This bill removed pulses, edible oils, onion, 
serials, potatoes, and oilseeds from the essential 
commodities list, and thereby the restrictions on 
the storage of these items will be removed.  

 Bene�its: This will reduce the hoarding of 
double the buffer stocks in the godowns than 

needed by FCI which ultimately get wasted. Now 
when there will be no restrictions on storage, 
c o m p a n i e s  w i l l  i n v e s t  i n  t h e  s t o r a g e 
infrastructure. 

 Drawbacks: Hoarding is still a legitimate 
concern as traders always want to make a pro�it 
due to which they would sell the goods when 
their price is high in the market.

 3. Farmers' Produce Trade and Commerce 
(Promotion and Facilitation) Bill: 'One Nation-
one market' concept was introduced to allow 
farmers to sell their products anywhere in the 
country.  

 Bene�its: As farmers will be allowed to sell 
their products anywhere in India and unlike 
selling in 'mandis' where they have to pay tax, 
here in this scenario, it will help them to make a 
pro�it.  

 Drawbacks: By this, 'mandis' along with 
the state which gets tax from them may get 
reduced and when farmers will sell outside the 
mandis, they will have to wait for days to get 
payment which may be problematic and may be 
misused by some people. 

ARE FARM
LAWS A BLESSING

OR A BLIGHT ? 
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Cdt. MD. Allam Subhani 

        Class-XII (Lohit) 
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 I want to share my experience at ATC 
Camp 2018. It was the best moment of my life I 
had ever felt. It really gave me goosebumps 
whenever I used to think that I was going to use a 
gun for the �irst time in my life. We went to the 
campsite and did the work as per the instructions 
given to us. We sat there silently and waited for 
my turn. I was observing my batch mate whose 
turn was going on. When the most awaited 
moment came, I got up with four of my friends 
and moved to the ammunition area, we took our 
ammunition and moved to the �iring range.
 The command was given to us and we 
followed it like a gentleman. We were asked to 
take position. I along with my friends took our 
position and loaded our guns. I waited for the 
most awaited command, ‘�ire’! I looked at the 
target and waited for command. Then with the 
command of �ire I shot at my target. Then 
reloaded our 0.25 ri�le and continued with the 
command. We �ired three bullets and three had to 
be on target. I was able to land all my bullets on 
target and two of them were bulleyes and one was 
near it. After this, we were taught about another 
gun ‘INSAS’ from NCC staff and the Army who 
came from outside. I learned a lot from this camp 
and it was a wonderful experience for me. I 
believe attending such camps is a great 
opportunity and everyone should experience it. 
The motto of NCC - "UNITY AND DISCIPLINE", 
de�ines everything about it. NCC leads a cadet 
from a decent student to becoming a person who 
is trained for every challenge he or she faces in 
his/her life. As NCC is the second line of defence in 
India, cadets are trained in such a way that they 
give their best for  India’s defence whenever and 
wherever they are needed. I am privileged to be 
an NCC cadet and thankful to my school for giving 
me this platform.
 As an NCC cadet, I will serve my nation at 
any cost, whenever and wherever I am needed.
   Thank you.

ANNUAL
TRAINING
CAMP

 Social networking is fundamentally 

shifting the way we interact, communicate 

organize, form opinions, or even shop. It is 

blurring boundaries, increasing transparency, 

and creating �luidity in everything we do. 

Companies at all levels today are compelled to 

attend and cater to the in�luences of social 

network sites. The reality is that they need to go 

where they target their audience and that is when 

they expect more participation.

 It is a way for you to stay connected, share 

things and gather feedback and collaborate to 

increase productivity and generate popularity to 

enhance your business. The invention of social 

media has changed our lives tremendously. 

Though it is a blessing, it too has a dark side, it can 

develop as an addiction, it has concerning privacy 

issues, propagation of antisocial activities and 

scams are also big issues with this.

 As every coin has a dark side, it is very 

important to understand that, if we can use social 

media usefully and smartly, it will act as the 

greatest weapon but if used with heedlessly, it can 

ruin lives.

Cdt. Ayush Sutra Dhar

X-A (6605)

Social
Networking

Sites:
Blessing or

Curse ?
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Cdt. Rajbeer Dohotia

IX (6395) Chilarai
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 As ordinary citizens, we learn ri�le 

shooting as a sport, while troops play with their 

lives daily. Climbing mountains, sleeping in tents, 

and going without a home-cooked dinner is an 

exciting adventure for us, but the thrill is 

compounded by the terror of losing their own 

lives on battle�ield. The Indian Army is more than 

just warriors on battle�ield; it is a way of life that 

requires discipline and sacri�ice.

 The Indian Army comprises of three 

uniform services-

 The Indian Army, Indian Air Force, and 

Indian Navy are the three branches of the Indian 

Military. The Indian Navy contributes to the sea, 

while the Indian Air Force, as its name suggests, 

contributes to the sky. The history of the Indian 

Army spans millennia, but it is a story of a single 

occurrence and a bright future. Armies were 

originally mentioned in the Ramayana and the 

Mahabharata in which the martial technique was 

called 'Dhanurveda.' We've come a long way since 

the beginning of what appears to be the Army 

culture. In terms of global fire power and world 

military strength, the Indian Army ranks fourth in 

the world. The British Indian Army was founded 

in 1776 and it is the forerunner of the Indian 

Army. The British Indian Army played an 

important role in keeping the Britishers' winning 

streaks going in India and around the world. Who 

could anticipate such an illustrious history of the 

Indian Army, which aided Britain in both the 

World Wars. It enlisted the services of 1.3 million 

soldiers. If a country does not have plans in place 

to protect itself, it is incomplete. In today's world, 

enemies are a prevalent concept, and getting rid 

of them is a dif�icult undertaking. The Indian 

Army comprises of well-trained and strong 

troops. There have been numerous moments 

during India's lengthy history when the Indian 

Army has performed admirably and saved the 

lives of untold numbers of innocent people. 

Among the various armies around the globe, the 

Indian Army is one of the best. Soldiers are 

unarguably one of the country's most valuable 

assets as they keep the country safe and secure, 

allowing it to reach new heights. Where would 

you look for those who are willing to lay down 

their life for the sake of others or their country? 

Where do you think people would risk their lives 

so that citizens might live in peace? Their 

intelligence has earned them an unrivalled 

reputation and their devotion to their country 

helps us rest soundly at night. After all, it's rightly 

said that there are no hard lives than that of a 

soldier. 

Cdt Nikhil Das 
VIII (6284), Chilarain
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Cdt. Debangshu Boruah

        IX, (6655) Chilarai 
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UNSAID

 Do you know what the rules are at Sainik 

School? If you don't, you must read this article. You'll 

be astonished when you learn the rules. You may 

wonder before enrolling at Sainik School and you 

might not have any idea whether it would be like other 

schools. This school is unlike any other school. 

Respect must be shown to the seniors as well as the 

teachers and other staff members.

 You learned discipline from your parents, 

teachers, and elders, but here, if you are found to be at 

fault, your seniors will take action. We must exercise 

caution when conversing. We must exercise caution 

when interacting with any elder. The way we stand, 

the way we speak, everything is scrutinized by them. 

We are unable to converse with them in the way we do 

with other elders. "Senior" denotes "elderly." Even if a 

senior is younger than you, smaller in stature, or 

shorter in height, you must respect him. Class XII  

cadets are the senior-most. The word "daa" is used as 

a title to engage with the elderly here. We  become 

“daa” between the seventh and twelfth grades.

 Class VI cadets are our school's youngest 

cadets. They don't even know what the school 

regulations are. Therefore, they are taught about how 

to act, how to talk to elders or seniors, and so on. They 

have some dif�iculties in the beginning, but they cope 

up well after a few days. "Every �irst stride is dif�icult, 

but once you begin running toward your objective, no 

one can stop you." There is one thing that is 

occasionally, if not always, unacceptable. The key 

phrase is "One for all." It means that if any cadet does 

something improper that is not acceptable, his entire 

batch will be punished and the punishments awarded  

are merely a form of exercise; don't consider it pain 

and distress.

 So, if you want  to learn discipline, time 

management and important aspects of a successful 

life, Saink School is the right place.
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Cdt. Dipansu Kr. Singh

        VIII-A (5978) Udaygiri 
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 If God is our creator and of this universe then 

why does someone have the authority of taking away 

one's life in form of death penalty? This Question 

might create some apprehensions, but a deep thought 

about it will take us to some reasonable conclusions.

 First of all, killing for killing, simply doesn't 

make any sense as it indirectly justi�ies the act of 

killing and doesn't serve the actual purpose of 

preventing any further murder offenses in our society. 

According to a report by National Crime Records 

Bureau (NCRB), an average of 80 murder cases were 

reported daily in India in 2020 and this came up with 

one percent increment from the previous year. Thus, 

giving death sentence for each of these murders is 

simply adding on the faculties and we are not getting 

the desired result. The second aspect of this is related 

to proving ‘guilty might meet the fate of hanging till 

death’. So basically it is to avoid such �laws of our 

judiciary so that we can emphasize banning death 

penalty and save life of people because this process is 

irreversible.

 The third aspect is related to the �inancial 

advantages. Abolishing the death penalty will ease 

taxpayers’ burden. The annual cost of maintaining a 

prisoner is about Rs 30000. The hangman is paid 

more, and we can also save on the protracted litigation 

that death cases involve.

 If death penalty is banned, how can a victim be 

punished now? Lifetime imprisonment can be the 

option. Everyone deserves a second chance in his or 

her life and so is the case with a criminal. He will get a 

chance to reform, and realize his mistake and if this 

change comes from his conscience then he will not 

commit any more sin in his life that might take him to a 

situation like this.

 Therefore, punishment can be an effective 

deterrent only if it is consistently and promptly 

e m p l o ye d .  C a p i t a l  p u n i s h m e n t  c a n n o t  b e 

administered to meet these conditions and hence we 

can hope for the death of this death penalty all over 

the world.

Banning
of Death
Penalty
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 "Pull on socks, wear a leather belt with the 

motto of 'SARVA ME SADHYAM' on the buckles and 

shoulder the responsibilities!

Yes, on that day, I became a cadet...

Yes, on that day, �irst step of my dream take off...

And yes, on that day, I felt proud.

 On 5 Apr 2017, Cadet Ronit was admitted to 

this school. After all it was renowned for making 

youngster's dreams come true. After my admission,  

my parents left the school campus at 19:09 hrs and I 

saw my mom's eyes �illed with tears of happiness. 

Well, I was honest and I understood her emotions 

well. If I am correct, it was about 15 days after our 

admission, we got a chance to wear ‘khaki’ which is  

certainly a pride and an aspiration India’s youth.

 My �irst day was a motion dream in which I 

saw everyone around me wearing khaki and it was a 

mesmerizing moment of my life. It was like thousand 

stars sparkling together in the �irmament. We were 

asked to fall in outside our hostel wearing a beret with 

a woolen yellow ball called  'pom pom' and a school 

cap badge bearing the ‘Ashok Chakra’. I along with a 

few batch mates entered the class with a perfect shine 

on our shoulders. I was very excited to start my true 

life as a Cadet and also to face many challenges that 

were on my way. Many teachers visited our classroom 

that day and they complimented all of us.

 Even after wearing this uniform for �ive long 

years, still a question strikes my mind. Will I ever be 

able to justify the respect bestowed upon me by this 

uniform?  People say that mirror re�lects true image of 

a person. When I wear ‘Khaki’ and see myself in 

mirror, I feel proud as I feel the change in me.  Well, it 

makes me think that the future of my country lies in 

our hands. I am pretty sure that I won’t have to wait for 

long to get my answer.

 Truly speaking, my �irst day in ‘Khaki’ was a 

moment that instilled con�idence and pride in me. It 

also taught me virtue, shaped my personality and gave 

me a chance to serve my motherland.

FIRST DAY
IN

KHAKI
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 Video games are a great source of amusenent 

and a way to �ight boredom. They also help people 

relax after a stressful day at work. Gaming 

communities can often be a safe space for individuals 

to make friends and interact with them. However, 

there are negative consequences of spending much 

time playing video games. Gamer rage is a well-known 

thing that can have adverse effects. Individuals who 

experience this can end up destroying things at home 

and even hurting family members. 

What	is	gamer	rage?

 One of the main problems resulting from 

excessive gaming is gamer rage that comes from trust 

and anger when a player cannot beat his or her  

opponent. It results in swearing and abusing 

opponents and family members if the game is cut 

short or if they are asked to leave the game. 

Physical	consequences

 This addiction can result in poor eyesight, 

back pain, etc. With a lack of routine in the outer 

world, it can have adverse physical consequences. 

Conclusion

 Those who play video games need to be 

mindful of the amount of time spent on playing the 

same. They also need to be careful that they do not 

neglect their other responsibilities. 

VIDEO GAMES
EFFECTS ON
TEENAGERS

 The impact of lockdown is seen in our day-to-

day life. After the �irst wave, people were afraid of the 

death rate. There was total chaos in the country. Many 

labourers had to travel their way back to their homes 

on foot as all means of transport were shut down. 

Lockdown has taught us how to manage things to 

secure our future. The mask we use has become a part 

and parcel of our lives. Doctors and policemen have 

played the role of gods for us by saving our lives 

incredibly and their work is highly appreciable. The 

amiable spirit displayed by them while performing 

their jobs was incredible. Since the virus has entered 

our lives, we have been fully detached from social life  

due to which many of us have been mentally and 

emotionally affected too. If we think properly, there's 

one thing that has worked as both a curse and a boon 

for us and it’s nothing but technology. Some of us used 

it to enhance our creative minds and some of us just 

wasted our precious time during lockdown. Small or 

big, every business was affected badly. Ours as well as 

other countries' GDP, declined at an alarming rate, but 

one thing that this lockdown has taught us is that 

Mother Nature will treat us the way we treat her. 

IMPACT
OF
   LOCKDOWN
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“Keep	a	smile	on	your	face	and	let	your	personality	
be	your	autograph.”

 In Japan, cherry blossoms, widely known as 
Sakura, are tiny pink �lowers produced by cherry 
trees. In India, Meghalaya celebrates cherry 
blossom season too. Three weeks before the 
cherry blossom season, I learned about the 
beauty pageant of both Mr. and Miss Cherry 
Blossom. I registered for the show and went to the 
audition. There were a lot of boys and girls, but 
only �ive were selected for the �inals and I was one 
of the top �ive �inalists.  I  rehearsed my 
introduction, ramp walk etc. On the day of our 
�inale on 27 December 2020, I was apprehensive 
and scared when I observed the crowd from 
backstage. There were a total of 70,322 people 
who came to witness our performance. I was able 
to maintain my con�idence and do my best. At the 
end all the rounds, it was time for the judges to 
declare the show's winner. I was placed second in 
the show, but I was thrilled because it was my �irst 
time. I received a lot of positive and wonderful 
feedback. As a cadet of Sainik School Goalpara 
(Assam), I have a "Never Give Up" attitude, and 
following that show, one of my Male Model 
friends from Darjeeling noti�ied me about the Mr. 
Northeast 2021 Season - 3. So I registered there 
as well. We all know that obstacles precede our 
goal. The same turned out to be true for me. I 
didn't have family support and I needed Rs. 6,000 
for paying the registration fee. So I started saving  
money. I worked in a book store for one and a half 
weeks and I got Rs. 1,500 for my work and 
eventually, I was able to earn Rs. 5,000. My 
grandmother paid the balance and I completed 
my registration. At �irst we had an online 
audition. I was chosen as one of the top 90 
�inalists. The entire �inalist group, including me, 

went through a two-week grooming session 
during which we were taught how to walk like a 
professional model and how to answer questions 
from the judges. In addition, we had a three-day of 
personality development training. On 25 January, 
we were informed by our groomers and senior 
model that all the contestants from Meghalaya 
would leave for Guwahati on 28 January. I looked 
forward to the event. I packed all of my clothes 
and traditional garb. On 28 January, we reached 
Guwahati at 11:00 a.m. There were a total of 190 
contestants from the entire North-East India  for  
both Mr. and Miss categories. We know, "Hard 
work pays off". It gives me immense pleasure to 
share with you that I was the show's top 5�� 
�inalist and �inally, the winner of Mr. Northeast 
Superstar 2021 Season-3. I won the sub-title of 
Mr. Best Physique and a hefty sum of Rs. 60,000. I 
was asked to participate in a promotional shoot 
for twelve various brands, including United 
Colors of Benetton, Wild Stone, fashionable 
shades, purse and rings. I shot in one of the best 
men's parlours in Guwahati, and after the show, I 
received a slew of offers and phone calls for 
fashion promotional shows. I did a number of 
fashion shows and received Rs. 1000 for walking 
down a single runway. I also competed in the 
Akriti Events Pvt's Iconic Face of Meghalaya I 
which I was adjudged the �irst runner-up. Well, I 
am also one of the top 50 �inalists of Mr. Fame Asia 
International 2022. I would like to conclude by 
saying, “The best is yet to come." 

Holders of the title:

 Mr. Cherry Blossom 2020
 Mr. North-East Superstar 2021 (Season-3)
 Mr. Iconic Face of Meghalaya 2020 
 Finalist of Mr. Fame Asia International 2022
 Mr. Iconic Face of Tomorrow (Northeast 2021)

MY MODELING JOURNEY
from
MR. CHERRY BLOSSOM 2020
to
MR. NORTHEAST SUPERSTAR 2021
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  Technology has made learning possible 
anywhere and anytime through the use of e- 
l e a r n i n g  m e t h o d o l o g i e s .  E d u c a t i o n a l 
institutions, thus, need to use technology and 
manage their organization in accordance with 
the change in technology. When educational 
organization adopt new innovations and new 
technologies, there is an imperative need on their 
part to be ready for the change and manage the 
change. Thus, change readiness and transition 
management have formidable tasks that are to be 
mastered by organizations today.

1.	Vision	and	mission	for	technology	use:  

Why do we need to change our ways of working in 
an organization to technological uses?  What will 
we achieve through this? Vision is broader in 
scope as it is the destination which we would like 
to achieve through all our efforts. It is the 
description of the desired future state which 
enshrines and motivates the stakeholders to put 
in their best to achieve it.  It is created with the 
genesis of the organization and thus, it continues 
to guide it through the leaders.

2.	Measures	adopted	for	procuring	ICT	facilities.

The teaching learning curriculum, delivery of 
instruction, knowledge generation, assessment 
and evaluation are changing due to ICT. The use of 
ICT is also revolutionizing the education 
management.

 It’s better to keep the following measures in 
mind while procuring Educational Technologies.

a) Learner related- This includes admission, 

registration or enrollment, time table/class 
schedule, attendance, report card, hostel 
transport, activities in the institution etc.

b) Teacher related - This includes teaching 
learning activities, maintaining records, service 
rules circulars, updates from regulatory bodies 
etc.

c) Institution functioning related-  This includes 
recruitment and work allotment, attendance, 
team management, performance appraisal, 
communication with stakeholders, e-circular 
scheduling etc.

3.	 Maintenance	of	ICT	facilities

a)  This involves identifying the course of action 
in the future which comprises of all aspects of 
infrastructure and resources.

b)   It takes into account the present status and 
the projected needs of the organization in the 
future. Planning is done for smooth transition to 
bridge the gap between the present and the 
future.

c) A good number of schools have been 
bene�iciaries of ICT materials like computer, 
photocopier and other modern gadgets. There 
are also schools that have been connected to the 
broadband internet. Hence its maintenance is 
important.

 Thus, “ICT should be an integral part of the 
education system” is no longer a matter of debate. 
Students must be provided with the opportunity 
to develop the competence required to equip 

ICT
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 From the invention of the mobile phone to the 

development of modi�ied smart phones, the term 

‘social media’ was unknown to the most of us. Social 

media, which involves activities of acknowledgment, 

achievements, goals, and technological information 

along with its darkness, is exposed now and then by 

various methods. Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter 

are some of the main sources of social media. These 

provide and update us with numerous information 

everyday. Informative videos and posts give us 

various ideas about the globe and the universe. Some 

people are so addicted to social media these days that 

life without it has become almost impossible for them. 

Many people make wrong use of social media sites by 

posting fake news and spreading rumours. Fake news  

has become a matter of serious concern now. There 

are people who have even lost their lives due to fake 

news and information on social media. Teens get 

addicted to it easily. It not only distracts them from 

their studies but also leads them to a bleak future.

Ways	to	Control	it

 Teens must realise the dark truth of social 

media. They must lead a healthy life to protect their 

future. Outdoor games and reading newspaper 

provide a healthy and an informative life respectively. 

Keeping a safe distance from social media and 

understanding its side effects will de�initely help 

them live a gorgeous life. 

A Distraction for Teens
them for life in a knowledge-based society, while 
teachers cannot afford to ignore the potential of 
ICT to enhance teaching and learning in 
classrooms. Yet, achieving an appropriate level of 
integration of ICT in teaching and learning 
present a number of challenges. These range 
from the provision of necessary physical 
resources to the issue of curriculum development 
and assessment and professional development of 
teachers. The remainder of this report describes 
the current stages of development of ICT in 
schools.

 It presents examples of good practices as well 
as areas of concern and provides a series of 
recommendation for policymakers and schools, 
that, if implemented, they would serve to 
enhance learning experience of young people in 
our schools. It has also been observed that most 
schools require advice on proper management of 
technology regarding ICT. The  NCTE should 
explore how schools may be supported in this 
regard. Change can be successful if leadership is 
involved in the change. Everyone thinks that 
charismatic leaders are very effective and any 
change if done by them will be effective. In fact the 
leadership which is distributive will be more 
effective in bringing change as it is spread 
throughout the institution. Leaders with humility 
and professional attitudes are able to bring in 
suitable change in the organization. Greater 
motivation and commitment of human resources 
are also important to make the system work. 
Capacity building exercise requires new 
infrastructure and competent trainers that can 
develop human resources for organizational 
operations.
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श�ै यछा� अयाग आकाश बरागहाई   ं ँु ु
        दसव� (6193) लोिहत

श�ै यछा� रोिहत कमार ��तीु ु    
        नव� (6655) एकल�य

ऐ बा�रश हर ले मेरी पीड़ा l

 हवा म� है शोक का मौसम,

 लेहर� म� है दद� क� गहराई,

 ये दीवार � चीख-चीख कर पछ रही ह�ू

उन �ह� क� कहानी

ऐ बा�रश हर ले मेरी पीड़ा,

हमार ेघर� म� जलते है शोक के िदये,

 जब हमने अपन� को खोया

हाथ सर से जब उनका छटाू

इन नाजक कंधो पे िज़�मेदारी का भाव िटकाु

 ऐ बा�रश बता मझे िक म�  कैसे समझाऊ मा को,ँ ँु

 िक वे वापस आएगे नह�,ँ

काल क� गहराइय� म� दब गए वह कह�

 िक वह वापस आएगे नह� lँ

ऐ बा�रश
अभी तक का सफ़र ह�आ है बड़ा िनराला,

परतं अभी बाक� है अिंतम मंिजल का आना ।ु

जब तक है त�हार ेअदंर अपने ल�य को पाने का हौसला,ु

और है मन म� त�हार े�वाला-सी उजा�, ु

कोई न कर पाएगा त�ह�, त�हार ेअपने ल�य से जदा । ु ु ु

त बढ़ता जा तािक कोई न कह सके,ू

�या यही है त�हारी िह�मत एवम हौसला ।ु ्

जब है त�हारा माग� काट� से भरा ,ँु

और है किठनाइया आकाश सी-ऊची। ँ ँ

त �क मत, उन किठनाइय� को सहता जाू

और बढ़ता जा..................

हौसला ।

बा�रश� म� िम�ी से सना शरीर,

गिम�य� म� शरीर से टपकता पशीना,

 यही है त�हार ेकम� के िच�ु

 जो नह� कर पाएग� त�ह� अपने ल�य से िभ�नँ ु

त बढ़ता जा..........ू

अिंतम पग' है त�हारी मंिजल, ु

त अगर चाहता है  इसको पाना,ू

तो तझे होगा कई हद� से गजर जानाु ु

 त �क मत और अपने कम� पर, कर यह भरोसा lू

 और बढ़ता जा......................

अितम मिजलं ं
तक का सफर
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श�ै यछा� सागिनक सामतां    
        आठव� (6512) एकल�य

क�ण-सा सावला रगंृ ँ

और बफ� -सा �ेत ढंग

�यि� है उसका मन

ना िक बाहरी तन

च���हण न लगाओ उस पर

आभषण समान चेहरा न िजसपरू

कबीर कहे सो; �यान का �या काम

जब धार का होता है दाम

पता नह� कहा से आती ह� ये इ�छाए,ँ ँ
सनने म� आसान-सा लगता है।ु
पर पण� करने म� आती है किठनाइया बह�त सारी,ँू
बचपन से अनेक इ�छाए जाग�,ँ
पर असफलता के कारण बह�त सारी पण� न हो पाई।ंू

मालम नह� जाने कहा चली जाती है इ�छाए सारी?ँ ँू
इ�छा तो हम सब म� होती है,
पर पण� करने वाला कहा,ँू
कोई है तो हम खद।ु

न जाने िकतनी ही इ�छाए मन म� �वेश कर जाती ह�,ँ
पर अकारण ही िकतनी मर जाती ह�।
यिद इ�छा पण� ह�ई तो खशी िमलती है,ू ु
असफलता िमली तो दख-सा महसस होता है।ूु

 ह�आ पण� या अपण� परू ू
 इ�छाए तो हमार ेमन क� जननी होती ह�।ँ

इ�छाएँ

मन�य का मनु

शै�यछा�ा एम. य. हिष�ताू
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श�ै यछा� अलस कमारु    
        आठव� (6439) एकल�य

नफरत� क� इस 

दिनया म�,ु

न जाने कहाँ

�यार छपा है।ु

आज अपन� पर ही

 भरोसा करना

द�वार हो गया ।ु

िकस पर िव�ास क�ँ

िकस पर न क�ँ

 ये बता द ेमेर ेखदा,ु

 जब अपन� ने िदया धोखा

 तो गैर� से िशकायत �या?

 धोखाधड़ी क� इस दिनया म�,ु

 न जाने कौन स�चा हैl

 मगर बाहर से िदखता है,

 हर कोई ही अ�छा है।

धोखा
        आठव� (6469) एकल�य 

यिद हम� इस प�वी पर अपना रहना उिचत लगता है, ृ

हम� हर िदन िकसी को,  चाहे कोई भी कह� पर हो, 

�यार करना चािहए अपने अलावा l 

�य�िक सारस भी अपने साथी के िबछड़ जाने पर शोक 

मनाता है,

और मानव भी अपने साथी के िलए दखी होता है l ु

कोई तो ऐसा होना चािहए, 

जो िदन भर क� थकान और गद� के बाद, 

आपके साथ बैठकर अपना दख-दद� बाटेlँु

िबना �यार के �पश� के कोई जीवन नह� है, 

और हम िमट जाय�गे l 

हम� िकसी ना िकसी को
�यार करना चािहए

श�ै यछा� देव �ताप िसहं
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        आठव� (6463) एकल�य

श�ै यछा� िनिखल कशवाहाु    
        आठव� (6471) एकल�य

 �य�- �य� प�तक� का �काशन होता गया और ु
प�तक� के अ�ययन-अ�यापन म� लोग �िच लेने लगे, �य�-�य� ु
प�तक मेला क� आव�यकता महसस क� जाने लगी।ु ू

 प�तक मेला वह �थान है जहा लेखक,िश�क,छा�-ँु
छा�ाए और िव�ान सभी उपि�थत होते ह� और अपनी पसदं क� ँ
प�तक खरीदते ह�। इस मेले म� ब�चे, जवान, बढ़े तथा लड़के-ु ू
लड़िकया सभी उ� और वग� के लोग जाते ह� और अपनी-अपनी ँ
�िच के अनसार प�तक�  चनते और उनके अ�ययन से लाभ ु ु ु
उठाते ह�।

 प�तक मेला का म�य उ�े�य प�तक �ेमी जनता म� ु ु ु
�ान और �िच क� भख जगाना होता है। इसके साथ ही दशे-ू
िवदशे के �काशक अपने �काशन का �चार-�सार करते ह� 
तािक लोग अपनी पसदं क� प�तक�  खरीद सक� । इन मेल� म� उन ु
प�तक� का �दश�न होता है जो मन�य क� �ितभा, बि� और ु ु ु
िश�ा  क�  उ�नित  व  �गित म� सहायक ह�।

 प�तक मेला िकसी खले �थान पर होता है। अनेक ु ु
पिं�य� म� �काशक� क� दकान� लगाई जाती ह�। हर दकान इस ु ु
�कार सजाई जाती है िक लोग� का �यान इस पर अपने आप ही 
चला जाए। रात के समय मेले क� सजावट इस �कार बनाई 
जाती है लगता है जैसे िदवाली का ��य हो। वहा मनोरजंन क� ँ
भी साम�ी जटाई जाती है जैसे सां�कितक काय��म, तरह-ु ृ
तरह के खेल तमाशे भी होते ह�। इन आयोजन� से दश�क� को 
मनोरजंन के साथ उनका �ानवध�न भी होता है। स�िच और ु
स�दय� का �यान रखा जाता है। हर दकान के सामने भीड़ जमा ु
होती है और लोग प�तक चनने म� लग जाते ह�। इन प�तक� से ु ु ु
मन क� अ�ानता िमटती है और �ितभा तथा �ान का िवकास 
होता है। प�तक �ेिमय� को मनोरजंन के साथ-साथ �ान और ु
िश�ा के �हण म� भी सहायता िमलती है।

बढ़ो-बढ़ो तम आगे बढ़ो,ु

पीछे रहकर मत रहो, 

िकसी के च�कर म� मत पड़ो, 

बढ़ो-बढ़ो तम आगे बढ़ो।ु

चढ़ो-चढ़ो पहाड़� पर चढ़ो, 

आसमान क� ऊचाइय� म� उड़ो, ँ

प�थर क� तरह तम जड़ो, ु ु

बढ़ो-बढ़ो तम आगे बढ़ो।ु

ज�दी उठकर तम पढ़ोु

हवाओ ंक� तेजी से बढ़ो

जीवन म� कछ तो करोु

बढ़ो बढ़ो तम आगे बढ़ो।ु

बढ़ो बढ़ो

श�ै यछा� अमनदीप

प�तक मलाेु



        नव� (6319) एकल�य

आओ, पछे एक सवाल ! ू

मेर ेसर म� िकतने बाल ? 

िकतने आसमान म� तार े? 

बताओ या कह दो हार े! 

निदया �य� बहती िदन-रात ? ँ

िचिड़या �या करती है बात ? 

�य� क�ा िब�ली पर धावे ? ु

फल कहा से पाते रगं ? ँू

रहते �य� ना जीव सब सगं  ? 

बादल �य� बरसाते पानी ? 

लड़के �य� करते शैतानी ? 

अब यह सब ई�र क� माया है, 

इस को कौन जान पाया है ?

एक सवाल

शै�यछा�ा पारस �यागी
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        आठव� (6462) एकल�य

श�ै यछा� पारस �यागी  
        नव� (6319) एकल�य

अगर रहना है धरती पर,
करो व�ारोपण लोग�।ृ

िजस तरह हम काटते पेड़,
उसी तरह पेड़ लगाओ लोग�।।

 हम� पता है िक अगर प�वी पर रहना चाहते ह� तो व� ना ृ ृ
काटकर हम� व�ारोपण करना चािहए । लेिकन हम दखेते ह� िक ृ
लोग व�ारोपण न करके वे उ�ह� काटने म� लगे ह�। पेड़ काटने से ृ
हम� कई सम�याओ ंका सामना करना पड़ता है। जैसे िक (i) 
पानी क� कमी (ii) व�� क� कमी (iii) व�� क� कमी के कारण ृ ृ
कई जानवर हमार ेगाव-घर� म� घसकर हम पर हमला करने ँ ु
लगते ह�।

 लोग पेड़ �य� काटते ह�? �य�िक जहा पर पेड़ ह� उसे ँ
काटकर वे वहा पर खेती करना चाहते ह�, घर बनाना चाहते ह� या ँ
िफर वह पेड़� को पेपर बनाने के काम म� लाना चाहते ह�, आिद। 
अगर व� धरती पर ना रहा तो एक िदन ऐसा भी आएगा जब ृ
धरती पर कई जीव-जतं तथा मन�य यहा पर बढ़े तापमान के ँु ु
कारण नह� रह सकेगा। लेिकन म� यह सब बात आपको �य� बता 
रहा ह�?ं �य�िक आप पढ़े-िलखे समझदार आदमी ह�। आप जहा ँ
भी दखे� िक पेड़ क� कटाई हो रही है, वहा पर जाए और उ�ह� पेड़� ँ ँ
का मह�व बताकर पेड़ को काटने से रोक� ।

 म� आपको एक और बात बताना चाहता ह� िक हमारी ँ
सरकार �ारा कई �क�म लायी गई ह�l िजसम� हम� व�� का रोपण ृ
करने को कहा गया है। जैसे िक वनो�सव िजसम� लाख� मन�य ु
हर साल भाग लेते ह� और लाख� क� स�ंया म� व�ारोपण करते ृ
ह�। अतः हम आपसे िनवेदन करते ह� िक हर एक पव�-�योहार म� 
एक व� का रोपण अव�य कर।�ृ

जीवन मे सदा राह िदखाये, 

सही तरह चलना िसखाये ।

माता- िपता से पहले आता, 

जीवन मे सदा आदर पाता ।।

 सबको मान �ित�ा िजससे, 

 सीखी कत��य-िन�ा िजससे ।

 कभी रहा न दर म� िजससे, ू

 वह मेर ेको भाता, 

 वह मेरा िश�क कहलाता ।

कभी है, शांत कभी है धीर,

�वभाव म� सदा गभंीर ।

मन म� दबी रहे यह इ�छा, 

काश ! म� उस जैसा बन पाता, 

 जो मेरा िश�क कहलाता ।।

िश�क
श�ै यछा� आकाश कमारु

व� का मह�वृ
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श�ै यछा� अिभनव कमार  ु
        दसव� (6221) लिचत

 समय ठीक उस घड़ी क� सई क� भाित है जो िनरतंर चलती रहती ँु

है। समय हम� िदखता तो नही परतं सबकछ िदखा जाता ह ैl �कित का िनयम है ु ु ृ

िक िजस काम को िजस समय पर परा िकया जाना चािहए, अगर वह काय� उस ू

िनधा��रत समय पर न हो तो भिव�य म� हम� वह अवसर िफर �ा� नह� होता l

 सही अवसर �ा� होने पर अगर काय� को िकया गया तो अकसर 

भिव�य म� उसका प�रणाम सखद होता ह ैl अगर सही समय पर पढ़ाई न हो तो ु

ब�चे अपने मनवांिछत अकं �ा� नह� कर सकते, अगर सही अवसर पर 

रलेगाड़ी नह� पकड़े तो इंसान सही समय पर अपने गतं�य �थान तक नह� 

पह�च सकता l सही समय पर अगर �यि� काया�लय न पह�चे तो उस िदन का ँ ँ

काय� वह सही ढंग से परा नह� कर सकता l अगर एक श�द म� कह� तो इंसान को ू

िकंकत��यिवमढ़ नह� बनना चािहए। एक िकसान हमेशा सही अवसर दखेकर ही ू

अपने खेत-खिलहान� म� पानी या खाद ( उव�रक ) का उपयोग करता है �य�िक 

वह इस बात को भली - भाित जानता है िक अगर अवसर रहते वह खेत क� ँ

पानी से िसचंाई नह� करगेा तो उसक� फसल बबा�द हो जाएगी और अगर 

फसल बबा�द ह�ई तो प�रवार के साथ अपने दशे के लोग� का भी भरण-पोषण 

नह� कर पायेगा l

 एक िश�क को भली - भाित �ात होता है िक अगर सही अवसर पर ँ

ब�च� क� गलितया न सधारी गई,ं अगर उ�ह�  नह� डाटा गया तो दशे के सनहर ेँ ँु ु

भिव�य 'काल के गाल' म� समा जाय�गे और वह दशे पतन क� गहरी खाई म� िगर 

जाय�गे l

 एक चालक को भली - भाित �ात होता है िक सही अवसर पर गाड़ी ँ

को �ेक लगाना है, अगर वह सही समय म� गाड़ी का �ेक न लगाए तो, न जाने 

िकतन� के जान-माल का नकसान कर उ�ह� उनके ब�च� या प�रजन� से ु

हमेशा- हमेशा के िलए अलग कर दगेा l

 हम� अपने िव�ालय के िश�क� तथा अिधका�रय� �ारा हमेशा 

िसखाया जाता है िक 'Right time, Right Place, Right Dress' अथा�त हम� 

हमेशा 'सही जगह, सही समय तथा सही गणवेश म� उपि�थत होना चािहए l 

अगर हम सही समय पर पह�चन ेम � अ�म रह ेतो हम दडं के भागीदार बन जायग�  ेlँ

 

 हम अवसर दखेकर हमेशा अपने आपको ढालते तथा तैयार करते 

ह� l शभ अवसर पर हम घर� म� अ�छी-अ�छी पोशाक�  पहनते ह� l हमार ेघर� म� ु

खिशय� के ग�बार ेफटते ह�, चार� ओर वातावरण खशहाल-सा रहता ह ैl परतं ु ु ू ु ु

वह� अगर अवसर मातम का हो तो चारो ओर दख� क� चादर फैल जाती ह ैl ु

प�रवार पर दख� का पहाड़ टट पड़ता ह ैlु ू

 अवसर हाथ से िनकल जाए तो चाहे लाख कोिशश कर ल�, चाहकर 

भी हम उस अवसर को �ा� नह� कर सकते l हम� हमेशा अपने बड़� से सीख 

लेनी चािहए �य�िक वह हम� आने वाले समय के िलए तैयार करते ह� l 

 �ाचीन काल म� अ�सर राजा अपने द�मन� पर सही अवसर दखेकर ु

�हार िकया करते थे l �य�िक अगर वह सही अवसर पर �हार नह� करते तो उ�ह� मह ँु

क� खानी पड़ती और वह अपने सा�ा�य को खो दतेे l अवसर दखे कर करो �हार, 

वरना िवफल रहेगा हर वार । 

 कहा गया है िक 'समय बलवान तो गधा पहलवान है िकसी अवसर के 

आने पर अथ�हीन व�त भी म�यवान हो जाती है l हम अपने दिैनक जीवन म� न जाने ु

िकतने �पये �यथ� खच� करते ह� लेिकन अवसर पड़ने पर जब �पय� क� ज�रत 

पड़ती है तो मह अपना-सा बनकर रह जाता हैl आज के नेता चनाव ख़�म हो जाने के ँु ु

बाद आम जनता को काफ� हद तक भल ही जाते ह� लेिकन चनाव आने पर आम ू ु

जनता क� ज�रत सव�प�र हो जाती हैl आम जन को इस बात से सीख लेनी चािहए 

िक नेताओ ंक� अवसरवािदता को अपने िलए सअवसर म� त�दील कर ेl अतं हम�  इन ु

सारी बात� से सीख लेकर अवसर बीतने से पव� अपने काय� को पण� कर लेना चािहए ू ू

कहा गया है िक “का वषा� जब किष सखाने” अतः हम इंसान� को अपनी गलितय� से  ृ ु

सीख लेकर अवसर का स�मान करना चािहए तथा िकसी भी काय� को सही अवसर 

पर करना चािहएl

बीता अवसर िफर
हाथ नही आता
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श�ै यछा� �ब�जत बोरो  
        दसव� (6254) लोिहत

 अगर आप चैन क� न�द सो रहे ह�,  तो वह िसफ�  हमार ेसैिनक� क� 

वजह से। आज जो हम िबलकल आजादी से, सर�ा के साथ जी रहे ह�, वह ु ु

िसफ�  जवान� के कारण l �य�िक सभी सैिनक  अपनी जान क� िचतंा िकए िबना 

हमारी र�ा करते ह� । एक सैिनक का जीवन आसान नह� होता है। कभी क�मीर 

क� सीमा पर तो कभी पािक�तान से लगी सीमा पर पहरा दतेे ह�। जब एक 

साधारण �यि� के पास िनि�त �े� (रहने हेत) होता है तो वह �े� उसका ु

अपना घर होता हैl उस समय एक सैिनक का �े� य� का �े� होता है। वह ु

कभी भी अपने कत��य से िवचिलत नह� होता है उसके कत��य के आगे ससंार 

क� सारी सख-सिवधाए बेकार ह�। ँु ु

 एक सैिनक का धैय� अनंत होता है । श� के सामने और य� म� वह ु ु

धैय� नह�  खोता है। द�मन क� गोली खाकर भी वह धैय�पव�क ि�थित का सामना ु ू

करता है। जब वह श� सेना के िनय�ंण म� होता है तो भी वह अपने दशे के ु

रह�य� का खलासा नह� करता हैl उसे अहसास होता है िक उसका जीवन ु

उसके दशे से क�मती नह� है। अपने काम करते व� सैिनक अपने साहस का 

�दश�न करता है। िजतनी भी कड़ी प�रि�थित �य� न हो वह अपने साहस के 

साथ सामना करता है । य�िप वह य� म� लह�लहान होता है, तब भी वह अपने ु ु

िम�� क� वीरगित पर न तो िह�मत हारता है और न ही कायरता िदखाता है।

 सैिनक का ल�य द�मन को मारना है। दशे क� सेवा करना ही ु

उसका अिंतम ल�य होता है l एक सैिनक क� सबसे बड़ी सफलता पर भारत 

सरकार �ारा परम वीर च� िदया जाता है। जब उ�ह� उनक� वीरता के िलए 

पर�कत िकया जाता है तो उ�ह� लगता है िक उसका असली ल�य हािसल हो ु ृ

गया है।

 सैिनक िनडर होता है वह य� म� लड़ने या मरने से कभी नह� डरता ु

है। ससंार म� ज�म लेने पर म�य ही अिनवाय� है। वह कभी कायर� क� तरह मरना ृ ु

नह� चाहता है। िनभ�यता उसका �गंार है। वह अनशािसत जीवन जीता है। वह ृ ु

जीवन के हर �े� म� अनशासन बनाए रखता है। वह शीष� कम�चा�रय� के �ित ु

उिचत स�मान िदखाता है। जब वह कछ मि�कल� का सामना करता है तब वह ु ु

उ�च पद�थ अिधका�रय� के साथ िमलकर िवन�ता के साथ उस मि�कल का ु

हल िनकालता है।

 एक सैिनक क� अिभलाषा सेवा भाव है। पैसा कमाना उसक� इ�छा 

नह� है। वह प�रवार क� िचतंा करके दखी नह� होता हैl वह छ�ी पर घर लौटता ुु

है,  तो वह प�रवार के साथ रहते ह�ए भी अपनी िज�मेदारी नह� भलता है। उसे ू

याद आता है;सरहद पर पहरा दनेा और बदंक चलाना। दशे क� सर�ा और र�ा ुू

के िलए सेवा क� भिमका मह�वपण� हैl वह दशे के सभी स�मािनत लोगो म� से ू ू

एक है। शहीद होकर वह मातभिम क� शान हैl इसिलए सैिनक� के िलए िदवगंत ृ ू

�धानमं�ी लाल बहादर शा�ी का “जय जवान, जय िकसानl” �ेरणा�ोत हैlु

सिनक का जीवनै
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�ঁিহপাত এটাৰ দেৰ

�িল আেছ �গােটই গাওঁখন
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         �সউজীয়া �বিলেটা
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            তাৰ পািখ �খন
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�িলজােবাৰ আ�াৰ Õ±îÒÂ1±ý×ÃÃ ভয়েৰ ভৰাই

তুিলবৈল কৃ�প�ৰ ৰািতেটা আিহ

উপি�ত হল¼

ু�সউজীয়ােবাৰ �সেমকাই তিলবৈল 

িনয়ৰেবােৰা হািজৰ হলিহ 

পুনৰ.......

�সেমকা �চাতালখন, �সেমকা �সউজীয়ােবাৰ

ভয়াত�  �িলজােবাৰ জীপাল কিৰবৈল

কাইৈল পুৱােতই �বিলেটা পুনৰ আিহব

িদগ�ৰ িসপাৰৰপৰা �ৱল আশাবাদ �ল¼

�কেডট ��ল শইকীয়া 

(৬১৯০) �লািহত ছা�াবাস 

�কেডট মৃ�য় দাস 

(৬১৬৮) �লািহত ছা�াবাস 

শাি�ৰ নামত �িলেছ জুই

�চৗিদেশ �বেছ �তজৰ �ন

জািত জািত ভাই ভাই

হল সকেলা ঠাই ঠাই¼

সংহিতৰ নামত �ভদােভদ

নাই একতাৰ বা�

ধন Õ±1n¸ �মতাৰ লালসাত

অ� আিজ মানৱ

ু�চৗপােশ �েনা মৃত�ৰ আত� নাদ 

�দশত নাই মানৱতা 

জািত ভাই সকেলা

এক হও ঁআহা 

এেয় �মাৰ সকেলাৈল পৰম আ�ান¼

আশাবাদ আ�ান

ü1n¸ 
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এিখলা উকা কাগজত িলখা আেছ

জীৱন সং�ামী আধ1n¸ৱা বাত� া

�চ�ৰ হাজাৰ সেপানৰ �ধমািলত

সামিৰ ৰািখেল ব� ��মময় চচ� া¼

�মাৰ ��ৰ শ�েবাৰ আিজ 

�যন িনঃশ�

তাৰ লগেত আেপানৰ আ�াস পাহিৰ 

কিৰেলা বîÇÂমানক িন��¼

অব�� মেনেৰ জীৱনৰ সং�া িবচািৰ

অি��িবহীন �হ ৰল সেপানৰ কথা 

ি�� �দয়ত জািগ উেঠ আশাৰ বন�া 

�িতেটা �ি� �হ পেৰ আশাৰ বতৰা 

�কেডট ি�য়ানুজ �চিতয়া 

(৬১৯০) উদয়িগিৰ  ছা�াবাস 

মন �মাৰ উৰণীয়া পখী

অকল উিৰ ফুেৰ,

জীৱনৰ �কনা িবচািৰ

জগত �মণ কেৰ¼

আশাৰ বতৰা হাতত আিন

থমিক �ৰ মা�ত বাগিৰ পেৰ¼

বতাহত �হলাৰেঙ  উিৰ ফুৰা মনক 

�চ� ধুমুহাই  সাৱ� ধেৰ,

উৰণীয়া মন �মাৰ 

িয মােথা উিৰব জােন

অি�ৰতােতা ই উিৰব নাপাহেৰ¼

আশাৰ বন�া

উৰণীয়া মন
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িতিন মাচ�  �েহজাৰ �সাঁতৰ চন

আিহ পােলা �মাৰ

�থম �ৱাৰ দিল 

ু�গাৱাল পাৰাৰ  �সিনক �ল  

সেপান সফল �হাৱাৰ আন�ত 

আ�হাৰা হেলা¼

পলকেত বু�খন উ�ল �িপ

�েয়া নয়নৰ পৰা �ধািৰ

চ�েলা  �মাৰ পিৰল বাগিৰ¼

ঘৰখন এিৰ �থ �কেনৈক থািকম

মা-�দউতাৰ পৰা আঁতিৰ 

মই থািকবই �নাৱািৰম¼

তথািপ মনেটাক লেলা বাি�

জীৱনৰ ল�� সমুখত ৰািখ

আগবািঢ় যাম মই 

�দশৰ সু নাগিৰক �হ 

ৰািখম �দশৰ মান¼

�কেডট �বদা� দাস তালুকদাৰ 

(৬১৯০) উদয়িগিৰ  ছা�াবাস 

�কেডট িস�াথ� ন�ন 

(৬০২৭) উদয়িগিৰ ছা�াৱাস

�ংস �ংস সকেলাফােল �ংস

গছ কা� �শষ কিৰেলা পৃিথৱীৰ বংশ

বােঘ ক'ত পাব খাবৈল মাংস

�কেনৈক হেলা আিম ইমান নৃশংস¼

�িভেটা খুিলেলই কত িকমান হাতী

িকমান �য গ'ল খহনীয়াত মা�,

ডাঙৰ ডাঙৰ ঘৰ সািজেলা গছেবাৰ কা�,

বাâজানত জুই ওলােল পৃিথৱী ফা�¼

গছ �ৰাÝÒ এডাল, কােটা আিম  দহ ডাল

গছ নাথািকেল ক'ত পাম আিম ��চামাল

গেছ ছাঁ িনিদেল সূয��ই পুিৰব ছাল।

লােহ লােহ আেছ পৃিথৱীৰ মৰণ কাল¼

�মাৰ সেপান �ংস
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�কেডট তাপস চহৰীয়া  

(৬১৬৫) উদয়িগিৰ  ছা�াবাস 

অপত� ��হ অনুভৱ

 অৱেশষত িনজৰ লৰােটাৰ ¿Âõ1n¸ËX মাক বােপেক থানাত 

�গাচৰ িদবৈল বাধ� হল। আেতাল �তালৈক ডাঙৰ কৰা লৰােটাৰ ¿Âõ1n¸ËX 

�গাচৰ িদবলগীয়া �হাৱাত মাক �দউতােক মনত যেথ� ক� পাইিছল¼ 

িক� ইয়াৰ বািহেৰ �তওঁেলাকৰ হাতত আ1n অন� উপােয়া নািছল ¼

 সীমা� �চৗধুৰীৰ একমা� স�ান মানস¼ ভ�,অমািয়ক আ1n 

�চাকা ছা� আিছল মানস¼ �দউতাকৰ ই�া আিছল পুেতক এিদন 

ডা�ৰ হব¼ সকেলা �েকই Õ±áÂõ±¿ìÂÿ¿åÃù¼ িক� মানেস  িবপেথ গিত 

কিৰবৈল ধিৰেল ¼ ডা�ৰী পিঢ়বৈল �যাৱা মানেস পঢ়া- �না বাদ িদ ব�ুৰ 

লগত আ�া মািৰ সময় পাৰ কিৰবৈল ধিৰেল¼ এেনদেৰ িদনেবাৰ পাৰ 

হল ¼ এিদন সীমা� �চৗধুৰীেয় এটা অিচনাকী ন�ৰৰ পৰা �ফান পােল �য 

মানস �ঘট� নাত পিতত �হেছ আ1n হি�তালত ভিত�  �হ আেছ । �চৗধুৰীেয় 

লেগ লেগ হি�তালৈল যা�া কিৰেল¼ এমাহ �যাৰা িচিকÈসাৰ অ�ত 

মানস �েম সু� হবৈল ধিৰেল¼ সীমা� �চৗধুৰীেয় মানসক হি�তালৰ 

পৰা �পােন �পােন ঘৰৈল �ল আিহল¼ সু� �হাৱাৰ িপছত মানসৰ চিৰ�ৰ 

অ�ত পিৰৱত� ন মাক �দউতােক ল�� কিৰেল¼ িস পুনৰ পিঢ়বৈল 

�যাৱাৰ নামেক নলেল ¼ ঘৰৰ বয়ব� িস ভািঙ িছিঙ ল� ভ� কিৰবৈল 

আৰ� কিৰেল ¼

 িনজেৰই স�ান বুিল �তওঁেলােক সকেলা সহ� কিৰ আিছল ¼ 

িক� এিদন সাধাৰণ কথােতই মাকক কা�বৈল �খিদ আিহল¼ �াণৰ 

মমতাত মােক �দৗিৰ পলাবৈল ধিৰেল¼ সঘনাই এেন ঘটনাৰ পুনৰাবৃি� 

ঘ�বৈল  ধৰাত উপাই নাপাই মােক থানাত �গাচৰ িদেলৈগ¼ পুিলেচ 

আিহ মানসক থানাৈল �ল গল¼  িপছিদনা পুিলেচ মানসৰ মাক 

�দউতাকক মািত প�য়ােল ¼  �তওঁেলাকক জেনাৱা হল �য মানস 

�াগচ আস� তাৰ ফল�িতেতই িস এেন কা� কিৰেছ গিতেক তাক 

িচিকÈসা কৰাব লািগব নহেল তাৰ জীৱনৈলেয়া অমািনশা নািম আিহব 

।থানাৰ ভাৰ�া� িবষয়াজনৰ উপেদশ মেম � �চৗধুৰীেয় মানসক িৰেহব 

�চ�াৰৈল পেঠাৱাৰ িস�া� লেল¼ �তওঁ ভািবেল আৰু বা িকমানজন 

মানেস িনজৰ পিৰয়ালক অশাি� িদেছ  �কােন জােন ..........¼

 “বাইেদউ ঘৰত আেছেন ?” কােৰাবাৰ মাতত সাৰ পােল অৰূপাই 
।আিজ ৰিববাৰ �যিতয়া অকণমান �দিৰৈক উ�েলও হব বুিল  ভািব অৰূপা 
�েয়ই আিছল ।মাতষাৰ �িন উ� বিহল তাই । অলপ �বয়াও লািগল ভািব – 
ৰািতপুৱাই �কান আিহল তাইক িবচািৰ ? উ�ৈগ দজ� াখন খুিল িবমলাক �দিখ 
মনেটা ভাল লািগ গ'ল তাইৰ ।

 িবমলা তাইৰ িনজৰ �কােনা নহয় । �খীয়া িবমলাই �� স�ােনেৰ 
িনজৰ ঘৰখন পিৰ�ম কিৰেয় চলায় ।মাইনাজনী সৰু থােকােত িবমলাই তাইক 

মােজ মােজ আিহ সহায়ৰ হাত আগবঢ়াইিছল । �খীয়া হেলও তাই সÈ আ1n 
পিৰ�মী । �কােনািদেন  অনাহকত তাই এেকা ব� িনিবচােৰ ।

 “আহা, বহা” বুিল িবমলাক মািতেল অ1nপাই । “আিহলা ভােলই 
কিৰলা িদয়া । লকডাউন, ব�  �বমাৰ আজাৰৰ বােব ব�ত িদন �তামােলাকৰ 
এেকা খবেৰই নাপাওঁ ।” িবমলাইেয়া মহামাৰীৰ বােবই ঘৰৰ িভতৰৈল নৈগ 
বািহৰৰ বাৰা�ােত হব বুিল �ক মূঢ়ােটােত বিহল । িবমলাক বিহবৈল �ক অৰূপা 
গা-ধূবৈল গল । গা-ধূই আিহ সকেলােৰ বােব চাহ বনাই ঘৰৰ বাকীেবাৰৰ লগেত 
িবমলােকা িদেল ।

 অ1nপাই জােন িবমলা ৰািতপুৱাই এেনেয় অহা নাই । িক� তাই 

এেকা ব� িনিবছােৰও। অ1nপাই মনেত কথািখিন ভািব তাইৰ খবৰ লেল-
েকেনৈক চিলেছ তাইৰ পিৰয়াল ।লকডাউনৰ বােব কােমা কিৰব পৰা নাই তাই 
---। িবমলাই কেল,“চিল আেছা আৰু বাইেদউ । চৰকাৰ িবনামূলীয়া চাউল 
,ইজেন িসজেন িদয়া সাহায�ৰ লগেত বাৰীৰ শাক পাচিল িব�ী কেৰা ওচৰ 

চুবুৰীয়াৰ তাত ।” অ1nপাই কেল,“আিহছা ভােলই �হেছ । �পৰীয়াৰ সাঁজ খাই 
যাবা ।” “ নাই, নাই, বাইেদউ লৰা �টাক ভাত ৰাি� িদব লািগব ।” “�ক আেছ , 

হব  িদয়া”  বুিল �ক অ1nপা িভতৰৈল �সামাই গল ।

 অ1nপাই িবমলাক িদবৈল বুিল মেন মেন ভািব থকা ব� �কইটা 
�মানা এখনত ভৰােল । লগেত টকা পাঁচশও লেল ।

 “কৰণা মহামাৰীৰ বােব লকডাউন হব বুিল ভািৱ ঘৰুৱা বজাৰ িখিন 
�বিচৈক কিৰ �থিছল �তে� ”– িবমলাই মাত লগােল। “অ’, অলপ কিৰ 
�থিছেলা । “বাইেদউ, মই যাওঁেহ ।ব�ত িদন �দখা নাই বােব এবাৰ চাবৈল �হ 
আিহিছেলা ।” িবমলাৰ মাত �িন অৰূপা �মানাখন �ল বািহৰৈল  ওলাই আিহল 
।িবমলাৰ িপেন �মানা আগবঢ়াই িদেল আৰু লগেত টকা পাঁচশ িদ কেল – “এই 
িখিন �লাৱা , িকবা িকিব িকিন  িনবা ।”

 তােক �দিখ িবমলাৰ মুখত �হাৱা হাঁিহৰ িবিৰঙিন ব�ত িদনৈলেক 
অৰূপাৰ মনত �দালা িদ থািকল ।িযনহওঁক এই মহামাৰীৰ িদনত অ�তঃ এটা 
পিৰয়ালক অকণ মান সহায়ৰ হাত আগবঢ়াব পািৰ অৰূপাই িয আন� পােল 
�সয়া �কবল তাইেহ  অনুভৱ কিৰব পািৰেল  । িবমলা  �যাৱাৰ িপেন চাই ৰল 

অ1nপাই .......।

অপ�ণা দাস নাথ   
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�কেডট �ি�ল দ� 

(৬২৬৫) ছা�াবাস  : অিনৰু� 

 “অ �বাপাকণ �নেচান, তই আিজ কািল পঢ়া �না এিৰিল �নিক? 

�ুলৈল নহা হিল �য। িকবা অসুিবধা �হেছ যিদ কিব” লিলত ছাৰ ৰ কথািখিনেয় 

�বাপাকণৰ মন �টাত অেকৗ অশাি�ৰ সৃি� কিৰেছ। তাৰ অতীতৰ মধুৰ 

কািহনীেবাৰ মনত পিৰেছ। মাক �দউতাকৰ �সেত তাৰ সুখৰ িদনেবাৰ। িস 

�মধাবী  �হাৱাৰ লগেত �ভাৱ চিৰ� ভাল বােব সকেলােৱ তাক মৰম 

কিৰিছল।িক� িবধাতাৰ কাল চ�ত �বাপাকণহঁতৰ ঘৰৈল �ঘাৰ অ�কাৰ নািম 

ুআিহল। তাৰ মৰমৰ �দউতাক জনৰ অকাল মৃত� ঘেট আৰু লােহ লােহ মাকেৰা 

�া�� অৱনিত �হ আেহ । 

 বত� মান মাক ৰ আ�য় একমা� িবচনা খন। �েবলা �মু� খাই জীয়াই 

ুথািকবৈল �বাপাকেন তাৰ �কামল হােত হাতিৰ ধিৰ িস ৰা�া বেনাৱা কামত 

�যাগািল কিৰবৈল আৰ� কিৰেল। �থমেত �ুল �নােযাৱাৰ িসধা�ই তাক 

আমিন কিৰিছল যিদও িস �সই আেবগ বাি� ৰািখ �ুল ৰ স�ুেখিদ িস তাৰ ক��  

�হানৈল যাবৈল  ধিৰেল। 

 িক� আিজ লিলত ছাৰৰ কথাই তাক অেকৗ বৰ আমিন কিৰেছ। িস 

ছাৰক কথা �বাৰ কব �নাৱােৰ কাৰণ কথা কেলই িস কাি� উ�ব। িস কথােবাৰ 

ঘৰৰ আগফােল বিহ ভািব থােকােতই �দিখেল �কােনাবা িসহঁতৰ ঘৰৰ 

জপনাখন খুিল �সামাই আিহেছ। লিলত ছাৰ, হয় �জানাকৰ �পাহৰত িস 

�েকই ধিৰব পািৰেছ।িস লৰালিৰৈক পীৰা এখন আিন ছাৰক বিহবৈল িদ চাহ 

বনাবৈল িভতৰৈল যাবৈল ধেৰােত ছােৰ মানা কিৰ ঘৰত খাই আিহেছা বুিল 

কেল। “ মই �তাক িদনত িক সুিধিছেলা? তই িক কাৰেণ �ুল �নােযাৱা হিল?” 

কওঁ নকওঁ �ক �বাপাকণ �সেমকা চ�েৰ সকেলা কথা কেল। িসহঁতৰ ঘৰ খন 

গাঁৱৰ এেকবােৰ মূৰত।সকেলােৱ ভালৈক িচিন নাপায় তােত ছাৰ ওচৰৰ 

গাঁওখনৰ গিতেক বৰ গম নাপায়। ছােৰ অকণমানেদিৰ ভািব কেল “ তই �ুল 

আিহিব তই হাই�ুলিশ�া� পৰী�া িদব লািগব। মই �তাক কাম এটা িদম, তাৰ 

পৰা অকণমান উপাজ� েনা কিৰব পািৰিব।” মাকেৰা খবৰ এটা �ল ছাৰ গলৈগ। 

�বাপাকণৰ মূৰেটা গধুৰ গধুৰ লািগল, হাই�ুলিশ�া� পৰী�া �ল মা� চািৰমাহ 

আেছ আৰু িস এ�কা নাজােন। 

সফলতাৰ আঁৰৰ এক কািহনী

 ছাৰৰ কথামেত িস �দাকেমাকািলেত ছাৰৰ ঘৰৈল �গ ছাৰৰ 

গৰুজনীৰ গাখীৰ �বিচ �ুলৈল গল। হািজৰা কিৰ টান �হাৱা হাতখেনেৰ আখৰ 

িলেখােত �থমেত হাত �িপিছল।এেনদেৰ সদায় গাখীৰ �বচাৰ িপছত �ুলৈগ 

আজিৰ সময়ত লিলত ছাৰৰ পৰা নুবুজা কথা �বাৰ বুিজ সকেলা িবষয় 

�যেনেতেন পিঢ় �শষ কিৰ িস পৰী�াত বিহল। 

 আিজ িসহঁতৰ িৰজা� িদব। �বাপাকণ তাৰ �দউতােক �ৰাৱা নাহৰ 

�জাপাৰ তলত বিহ �দউতাকৈল মনত �পলাই এবাৰ �সৱা কিৰেল। সময়মেত 

িৰজা� আিহল।িক� এইয়া িক! �বাপাকেণ অসমৰ িভতৰত পাঁচ ন�ৰ �হান 

দখল কিৰেছ। �ুলৰ সকেলা িশ�ক আৰু ছা� ছা�ী সকল �বাপাকণৰ ওচৰৈল 

গল। লিলত ছােৰ তাক খবৰËéÂ± িদেল । �বাপাকেন ছাৰক সাৱ� ধিৰ �ক�কাই 

কাি� �পলােল। তাৰ মাক িয িবচনাৰ পৰা উ�ব �নাৱাৰাৈহিছল �তওঁ খবৰËéÂ± 

পাই �ুলৰ ওচৰৰ নাহৰৰ তলত সকেলােক �দিখ তাৈল �গ �বাপাকণক সাৱ� 

ধিৰেল আৰু িস মাকক কেল “লিলত ছাৰৰ িনিচনা সকেলা �হাৱােহেতন 

অসমখন এখন �বেলগ অসমৈল ৰূপা�িৰত হল ýÃÃûþ ।” সকেলােৱ মাক 

পুেতকক �দিখ আেবিগক �হ পিৰল।
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�কেডট মু�া দাস 

(৬৭১৩) ছাSÏিনবাস : äÂf›¶öÂ± 

# �মাৰ জীৱনত �থমবাৰ  অসমৰ বািহৰৈল  �মণ । �মাৰ মনত খুব আন� 

আৰু ফুিত� ।  যা�া িচিকমৰ ৰাজধানী �গংকটক  আৰু দািজ� িলংৈল।

 ১২ জুন ২০১৮ চন। মই মা-�দউতাৰ �সেত সি�য়া �ৱাহা�ৰ 

পৰা  ��ইনেযােগ   িচিকমৈল যা�া  আৰ� কিৰেলা । �ায় ১২ ঘ�াৰ অ�ত 

িপছিদনা ১৩ তািৰেখ  ৰািতপুৱা �ায় 5 বজাত িনউ জলপাই�িৰ   ��চনৈল  

�গ পােলা। ��চনৰ পৰা   আিম এখন টাটা চুমু গাড়ীেৰ  িচিকমৰ  ৰাজধানী  

�গংটকৈল বুিল যা�া  আৰ� কিৰেলাঁ।  �সউজীয়া পাহাৰীয়া  একা-�বকা 

পেথেৰ আমাৰ  গাড়ী আগবািঢ়ল গ�ব� �ানৈল।  পথৰ  কােষ  কােষ  শাৰী 

শাৰী  পাইন গছ ।   �ায় ৫-৬  ঘ�াৰ  িপছত আিম �গংটক �গ পােলা। 

�গংটক পাই আিম আেগ বুিকং কিৰ  �থাৱা  এখন �হােটল �ল  গা-পা ধুই 

সেতজ �হ লেলা। তাৰ পাছত ��কফা�  কিৰ িদনত  কেতা ফুিৰবৈল  

�নােযাৱােতা  �ক কিৰেলা  িকয়েনা আিম ভাগৰুৱা অনুভৱ কিৰ আিছেলা । 

সি�য়া হ'লত আিম আমাৰ থকা �হােটলৰ পৰা িকছু আঁতৰত  থকা  

এম.িজ. মাগ�ৈল ( M.G Marg) �খাজ কািঢ়  গেলা। যথা�ানত  �গ পাই  মই  

ূঅিভভত �হ পিৰেলা।  এম .িজ. মাগ�  এখন সু�ৰ ঠাই। শাৰী শাৰী �দাকান 

থকা  এখন ডাঙৰ  বজাৰ।  বজাৰৰ মােজ মােজ আিছল  পানীৰ ফঁুৱাৰা , 

ফুলৰ গছ - গছিন ।  তােত  জািতৰ িপতা মহা�া গা�ীৰ �িতমূিত�  আিছল। 

মহা�া গা�ীৰ �ৰণত এই �ান িখিন M. G Marg িহচােপ  নামাকৰণ কৰা 

�হেছ। খুব পিৰ�াৰ অ�লেটা ।  তােত উপি�ত �হ এেন লািগেছ আমাৰ 

�ৱাহা�ও যিদও এেনদেৰ পিৰ�াৰ  হ’লেহেতন , তােত  �কােনা ধৰণৰ 

যান-বাহন �সামাবৈল িদয়া নহয়। ৰা�াৰ কামত মানুহ  বিহবৈল �লাহাৰ চকী  

িদয়া আিছল। আিম তােত বিহ  িকছু থািক  বজাৰ-সমাৰ  কিৰেলা লগেত 

�মাবাইলত  ফেটাও উ�েলাঁ। 
ু �সইিদনাই আিম �ৰ�েৰ�ত িচিকমত খুব �চিলত  �ধান  খাদ�  

মেমাও  খাইিছেলা।  �গংটকত থকাৰ  সময়ত �বাৰ �গিছেলাঁ MG Marg 

�ল । িনশাৰ  MG Marg ৰ �শ� এেকবােৰ পৃথক।  ৰং িবৰঙৰ  িনয়ন 

লাইটৰ �পাহৰত  আৰু অিধক  মেনােমাহা �হ পেৰ।

 িপছিদনাৰ যা�া আিছল অন� ঠাই �ল।  ৰািতপুৱাই �ই  উ� 

আিম গেলা  চাংেগা �লকৈল  । �লক পাও পাও হওেত �ৰৰ পাহাৰত 

বৰফেবাৰ  মিনৰ  দেৰ  িজিলিক থকা  �দিখিছেলা।   চাংেগা �লকত খুব 

ধুনীয়া পিৰেবশ আিছল, �লকৰ কাষত  সু�ৰ �ক সজাই পৰাই  ৰািখ  �থাৱা  

য়াক �দখা পােলাঁ । আিম য়াক ৰাইড কিৰেলাঁ লগেত   য়াকৰ িপ�ত উ� 

আিম  জনজাতীয় �পাছাক িপি�  ফেটাও   উ�েলাঁ।  তােত আিম  ব� 

�গংটক আৰু দািজ� িলং
যা�াৰ এক অিভ�তা

না�িনক �শ� উপেভাগ কিৰ অলপ সময় কেটাৱাৰ িপছত পুনৰ গাড়ীেৰ 

�গংটকৰ  �হােটল �ল উভিত গেলা।

 িপিছিদনা অথা� ৎ ১৬ তািৰেখ গাড়ীেৰ �হােটলৰ পৰা  আিম  বু�  

মি�ৰৈল �গিছেলা।  বু� মি�ৰৰ পিৰেবশেটা খুব  শা� আিছল। বু� 

মি�ৰত �সৱা জনােলাঁ, বু� মি�ৰত বু� িভ�ুক লগ পাই কথাও পািতেলাঁ।  

বু� মি�ৰৰ পৰা যা�া  পাহাৰৰ  এেকবােৰ শীষত�  থকা Tashiview point  

ূ�ল ।   Tashi view point ৰ পৰা স�ণ �  �গংটক চহৰ খন �দখা পাই। 

িকছু আঁতৰত থকা পব�ত মালাৰ মাজত �ৰেৰ  পৰা কা�নজংঘা শৃংগৰ িকছু 

�শ� উপেভাগ কিৰেলাঁ। Tashi view point ত  ��গণৰ �িতমূিত�  �দখা 

পােলাঁ। �কেমৰাৰ �ল�ত আব� কিৰেলাঁ তােৰ ব� সু�ৰ সু�ৰ �শ�।  

পাহাৰৰ �লাৰ  Tashi view point পৰা  উভিত আেহাঁেত  �কইবাটাও 

�ানত  আিম সু - উ� পাহাৰৰ পৰা নািম  অহা িনজৰা �দিখেলা।  উভিত 
ুঅহাৰ পথেত  �ৰ�েৰ�ত �পৰীয়াৰ আহাৰ  খােলাঁ।

 িপছিদনাৰ   যা�া আিছল ভাৰত - চীন সীমা�ৰ নাথুলা অিভমুেখ 

। নাথুলাত যাবৈল িবেশষ পাছ �ল যাব লােগ।  পাহাৰীয়া  একা- �বকা 

পেথেৰ সু উ�াতত থকা  নাথুলাৈল �গিছেলা। নাথুলাত  আিম  চীন আৰু 

ভাৰতৰ সীমা� �দিখিছেলা। িনেচই কাষৰ পৰা ভাৰত আৰু চীনা �সন� 

বািহনীক �দখা পাইিছেলাঁ।  নাথুলােত আিম বাবা হৰভজন িসঙৰ মি�েৰা 

দশ�ন কিৰিছেলা। নাথুলা সাগৰ  পৃ�ৰ  পৰা  ব� �বিছ উ�তাত আেছ।  

তােত  আমাৰ  উশাহেতা অলপ অসুিবধা �হিছল। আিম উভিত  অহাৰ 

সময়ত তােত  অকণ অকণ  বৰেফা পিৰিছল। অিতপাত ঠা�া  আিছল 

নাথুলাত। নাথুলাত  িকছু সময় কটায় সু�ৰ �াকৃিতক �শ� উপেভাগ কিৰ 

�হােটল �ল উভিত আিহেলাঁ । 

 িপছ িদনাৰ  যা�া আিছল  Rope way �ল ।  মনত ভয় 

লািগেলও  জীৱনত �থমবাৰৰ বােব Rope wayত উঠা অিভ�তা �হিছল। 

িযেটা �মাৰ বােব সদায় অন� এক  �ৰণীয় �হ থািকব।  Rope way ত  

উঠাৰ িপছত �সইিদনাই �গংটক চহৰ খন খুব ফুিৰেলাঁ আৰু  লগেত  আিম  

বজাৰ - সমাৰও  কিৰেলাঁ। 

 চািৰিদনৰ �গংটক �মণৰ অ�ত �মাৰ  িকছু অিভ�তা । 

ূ�গংটকত অিধক �চিলত  �নপালী ভাষা।   �নপালী,  ভ�য়া, 

�লপচা,িকৰা�ছ , আৰু �গাখ�া স�দায় �লাক �বিছ ।

 িচিকমৰ  ৰাজধানী �গংটক এখন অিত �� চহৰ।  তােত  আিম 

ৰা�া-ঘাটত কেতা জাবৰ �দখা নািছেলা...
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